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· · dynamics-heat transfer mechanism sub~tantially, and 
therefore change the design cri te.ria of· the downflow 
. ··.pipes from that of the upflow pipes. 
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· - boil·ing mechanism can b.est be discussed by ~reviewing 
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enters the heated pipe is accomplished by forced con-
vection. · · At -some point downstream the wall temperature_ 
will exceed the saturation temperature while the liqu:t·d 
- , 
bulk temperature is still somewhat below the saturation 
... 
·temperature. Under these conditions subcooled boiling 
will occur at the tube wall and the heat transfer coef-
.-ficient will begin to increase over the all liquid forced 
c.onvection value. As the fluid continues downstream, 
......... '' 
" the bulk temperature will reach the saturation temperatu~e 
. , 
and bulk or saturated boiling will commence, with large 
net vapor generation occt1rring from that point onwards. 
The quality of the fluid will- increase as the fluid ap-
.~ 
proches the exit of the tube. As the quality approaches 
-
the 100 percent value or the all vapor condition, the 
, 
.--heat transfer coefficient will experience a rapid de-
. ; 
- ... , 
·-=-<I .> L g -~ L".- •··"-'-o- ,._ - - ---r .• 
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.· crease until it eventually reachf s the value ·of• the single . 
. 
. -~- ,. . . . ' phase, all vapor coefficient.· 
,--., 






















. postulated as follows: . · 
-v 
.. 
1. A "nucleate boiling" regi·on in which -tije· ·heat 
transfer process is a combination .of forced convecti"on . 
and nucleate boiling or bubble generation at.the wall. 
The heat transfer· coefficient in this region does not 
appear to be strongly dependent on the quality.,. 
2. A "nucleation suppressed" region whi
0
9.h is mostly 
a convection-cohtrolled process with a high velocity 
. 
' liquid film flowing adjacent to the pipe~. Tne quality 
.seems ·to play an impo~tant role in the determination of 
the heat transfer coeffici·entc- in this region. 
3. A "dry ·wall" or liquid deficient region developing 
" at relatively high values of quality, in which the wall 
.is no longer fully covered by a iiquid film. 
Much less is known about the boiling heat transfer 
mechanism in curved pipes, such as the flows around 180 
degree bends. The controllirg pro~esses are substantially 
;·· 
changed by the centrifugal f,rces in these cases. These 
forces may give rise to secondary circulations within 
' 
. _,.,._,. _ ....... _;) ·~-~ ·- ., ... _. - - ---
• 4' ' , · . 
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the pipe and·change the velocity distr-i:b .. ~i~i;on-at ·dif- (J • ' • 
. '. :' . .. ~ 
. . ~ ' . -
. . ··--·----- --·· --- -·---·- --·-
. . > 
-:-fere_nt locations around the bend. . . .. '· .. ----·--·-····· ···-- These.£o~Oes also 
. ~ . -
·, : . 
• • l • • 
-r . - . , . tend to concentrate the heavier l·iqui'd · phas.e on_ the 
1. ,··-
,, - . \ . 
. . ~--.,----.. ---------·-------·•,--cc•·-.- ........ ,--·-----·---·--·---'---·-------------· ·-·-·-·-~-_,._-.. -... ·-:~··~::-~~7~' .~~:-. -.,._-- . -~ 




. . ' 
rhis. study concerns i tse:if Y(.ith '~·~at transfer to ' . 
. . "st . . 
' 
- . . : .a· fluid, a hydrocarbon mixture, fl.owing in vertical 
I- .. ;, 
. --~'. 
'., ~ .;· 
-~ ~:~--- - -- . _·_ -·--- ·tuo·es-~ : The· pr-imary· ·ob.jective--l·s ._the compari-son·--of··-th~----·.-_·:·~.~- ------- ,L-----_-· 
~ .. 
·heat· transfer coefficients ·in the upflow tubes with 
,f\· 


















ext~n.sion of the work performed by Luis Pujol which 
-is-listed as reference 1, and which is discussed below. 
Previous Work 
Luis Pujol (1) 
L. Pujol used Refrigerant-11) as the test fluid 
,.r.--• in as apparatus des.igned to measure heat transfer 
coefficients in both upflow and downflow tubes. ·The ~ 
test section consisted of two upward and two downward 
lengths, formed by bending a half inch pipe, approx-
0 
·imately twenty feet long, in three~equally spaced 
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. Pujol ·found that· the· differences betwe.en .boil_ing 
. ' 
· _: ~- heat transfer coefficients in the upflow ·-and downflow 
. _·pi.pes. _ are negligible in the "nucleatit>n suppre_ss~d" ----- --
.. <. reg:ron:;~-b\itCa.n··be-s·ubstal'lti.8.i-i~--the--;'nucieate~-boiling~-~-- ·." -\..___--- --
. 
. . region", with ~igher hea~ transfer coefficients being . .. --,-----
-~ 
. measui;ed in the· upflow legs •. The. two-phase heat~_ trans~-------·-
' 
' 
·~-~c-;-:-·_ -:-·-__ ~-f-er coef-fici-ent appeared to -·be a strong func--t--i-o-n----0£-., t-h-e---·-----: _______ 7---:-(~-------------
\ 
vapor qual·i ty for_ th~ ~·nucleation suppressed" region·, it~ 
·~·- 1·t''' 
· \..Value increased as the-quality increased.., In the "nuc~ 
c' leate boiling" region however, the two-phase' heat trans-
' fer coefficient was essentially indep~ndent of the vapor 
·quality, with the heat flux and mass flux being the basic --~ - , .. 
) ' . governing parameters. 
The-equation that best correlated the data he obtain-
ed in the nucleation suppressed region for both upflow 
and downflow directions was 
4.o (X )-0 •. 37 tt .. . 
:;:....· . ~ 
(!~1) 
·;s. ,.. In the nucl'eate boiling regi1·.e two equations were needed 
one each for upflow and do·vrLlow. In the upflow direction 
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. .f,.-.,· -- . -. ...• 
while in the ·.downflow direction the -equation '!~~,: -· 
L. Pujol also found that under ·all-liquid non-= 
boiling conditions, the heat transfer coefficients 
by the Dittus-Boelter equation presented below. 
Hlt 
. K 
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The apparatus used ·ror the experimental--;cwork in 
r . 
this present s·tudy was the same one used by Pujol in 
his wC>rk. It has been modified slightly to accommodate 
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SYSTE~1 EQU IP~JIENT 
General 
- .-. · .. --~,~-
:" . .. 
' . : -. ·, ..... 
' I - . "' 
The closed loop. fl-ow._systein is·· depicted scheniatically. 
-. --~~-·-.. -.- -,-_ -. -- ..L,--.,,.__, ___ ~--------·~;;•.•........1,-:: ___._,....,._?_..._ _____ _._,..._..~+-"'----,._-__,,.___-.1_.. _ ___,, ____ ..,._..,_ __ .,_~~,._-~---~....._...,..-~-....--,.-.-~~--~-.....__.......,_._ .. ~......____,,,~-•-"""':'·-~:-;---LA.._._ ... __: ... _,. __ ,.. __ ,__,i.,..;'-'~-.:.,.~":::"~-----:::;:----.,~----·. -~-~-~~ 
- -·· ------- in Figure 1. , A gear pump -was used to pump the Var sol · from 
--· ·-----,-~- ~-·. ------- '_ --
-,, . ->. 
·the s_torage tank through .a rotameter system to the heated ; · 
' 
--------··--·- ·---~----~-------. -~---·-·· test section.· The temperature of.the fluid in the tank as 
------- --- . .-.--- --· - -~- .- - -measured by .a~-bimeta-11-i-c .. d-ial thermome-ter wa~~--u-sed to -e-or---:----~---
rect the rotameter reading for-density variations, thus 
-





obtaining the actual flow rate. 
. ~ . . Minor regulation of the fluid temperature prior to -
entry into the test section was accomplished with an el-
, 
.ectrical preheater located immediately downstream. of the 
rotameters. Sight glasses were provided to permit visual 
inspection of the fluid at the entra,.e and exit of the 
- • . fl) • 
- heated test section.· The~fluid entered the test section 
as a subcooled liquid for all tests performed in this 
-investigation as attested by the single liquid phase ob-
served at the inlet. 
Prior to entry into the heated test secti.on _the 
~. 
·· fluid temperature was measu~cd by an immersion thermo-
co~ple. This inlet temperature was used to calculate 
• 
--,-______ the fluid enthalpy, which is a function of temperature 
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only. for the suocool-ed liqui.d. Onc.e in the test section 
· the fluid temperature was calculated from its enthalpy --- ·-·---·-- ............ --. ·· 
_. · and pressure at the point i,~ ·question.·, Trie enthalpy ~f 
---~ • ~ . . ,. ~~--.......,,,_ ~-C.-"";""-r--:--"'~------. ..-_..~~~--.-_..-:: .. 1;.-._..... ·.~--~ • ..._ ....... ,. ," _ ..... ~.-,__ ... ----._.t_-----"':;'--~,l' .. --- .. 1:.\.-J<..> .. .J • .J!t, . ..,. _.J .. ..,.._, • ~,.._,._.. ___ r_...•J7--··-". . .. ...._.. --~ 1.-.. .. _,.-,. ~- ·_.._, __ ..,..:""-.. ___ __.._ ''·• ·_- --. •-·-----t-". · ...___,,.,._ ... ,,---~~ --~, .... --•·,/ .., ____ ...._,,,,..~"--:-~---·--·--: 
.. 
______ :~· _______ ~ .the _fluid .in the -test se~tion was determined. by adding ·.-' 
. to . the entrance entttlpy the· change in this property 
caused by the heat addition up to t·his point. 
. . 
--=--------=-------~-~· - ~ - . - --~.c~-=-~~,c,ci,~~-~The---~r!ui-d-· ·pre ~ssur·e- --1nsia-e·-·the·-'-te st ~sec-ti on was . 
•. -!- Ill ~. 
obtained from the pressure taps located at several posi-
tions as i??-dicated on figure J. Thermoc9uples were em.;. 
·-·- . / ' 
ployed to monitor the outside wall tempe,:r.at~re of the-
, .. ·. -.. ~--~--~ ... ,Q' ... -.--·-·--.;.... . 









sensors is shown in figure 4; the numbers given- to these 
. ., 
points are referred to as station. numbers and are used 
for reference throughout this report. 
The heated portion of the system was fabricated 
from a stainless steel pipe sh~ped to have two upward 
and two downward straight sections, the dimensions of 
which are given in figure 2, The pipe was heated by 
' •, 
passing high amperage direct current thro~gh it thus 
using it as an electrical resistance heating element. 
This section was electrically insulated from the rest 
of the system by two short Ny.lon hoses at the inlet and 
outlet ends. 
. .
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The. temperature of the fluid leaving the heated 
. . 
· section was obtained from an-immersion thermocouple.in.., 
. . -~ . -
. ._.··.--:-_.'' -·---·-----· .. ·-··. 
C} ~ .• • 
.. . --- .. _. ..... -... ----... ~. ~. th~--ear-ly-:·-r1eft-bo-iJ:·ing.-·-·e·xper-iments .. -.,.but .. -··was--rater~--~oc-b-i~i~ne~--~. :·-. .....,.-.-.,..-.. .: ... ·· · · · ~~--:::--::.-·/-
. C . ' 
-, · · .· .. -. - ··. ' from the b ime tal 1 i C d]. al: . :t~~!'l!'lQ~E:) :t.~J:'. Jg~ ~-t~.Q.. _:i,m_n;iedJ.~:teJ_y: ___ __,c_,. _____ 
0
~--~-----·:'-•··-,-
.... ~ ... _ .. ~ ......... --,, .......... --~ ............ ,., __ ... _ .. ~_;_. ---'·~----· .. »-·•·•·•"·"··-·,s, .............. , -·· .................. .- .. " .... "·' ····: ••. , , .............. ' ... "--·· ••... ······-··--···;·· . . . . . . . . ..- , ... . 
downstream of the thermocouple• .. Since t·hEi ·readings of -···-,----.,- --
. , 
------- ' -··- ... -- -' __ -
the two devices were almost identical, the thermoco~_p:J..~'- • ).a • 
- ·--· .. -· -·- ·,• ..... . 
was removed and replaced by a pressure tap to allow the 
• • . . .. . r 
. • . . I 
pressure of the fluid leaving the test section to be 
\.. 
measured during the boiling runs •. 
• 
" The fluid upon leaving the heate~ -t~st section was 
J' 
passed throuth a .condenser which ·condensed and codled the 
!">:... 
-~ fluid t~ the desired temperature before entering the 
storage tank, thus completing the loop. 
·":"".: 
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. description of the eq·uipment given on pages 29 to 41.i:;, . · . ,.~M .. ~ . ~-t: 
' .. --~--·------~------.--- ,.· --'!------~. -·--'-•-------·-----~-~---~.-...~-"---·---.. --~--·----- ' 1-.-~- ... ,·---·----· ~-----.......----- .... -~_-,_ _______ ,... --- . -----a_~-·"--· - -.... rJ. -· ~. ---------'~-,-. ~~..__,..,_.,........, . ----... - ~-~r 
. . 
. ..... 
. -· ._,:_ .-_:~· ·of ·c1·). this author will confine this description. to _the Ii r Ii 
l" ,, 
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· - . -. ·.: . - '. · · _ · modifications to tne original system. All modifications· ·~-~:~ . .-~--.:.,_~~ .. · · · · r 
· ; · · · r:i 
,-




" :;: , ... 
,:; 
" I ;. 
. . ., 
·properties posse:ssed by Varsol and should not be construed 
ti 
r· 
_., . -----. --··- ... -· , .. ;
:1, 
--- - .. _.·:., 
. . 
... 
· ·as deficiencies in the original design. The list ·of the 
/ ' 
. modifica-tions is presented bel-ow. 
t • 
1. The phenolic i~ler gear of the pump was replaced 
\ ' 
by a carbon one, chemically compatible with Varsol. 
2. The.rotameters were replaced with ones calibrated 
for the density of Varsol. 
3. An inert atmosphere of dry nitrogen was supplied 
to the sealed system to prevent oxidation at the 
high temperatures needed to obtain boiling. 
; 
4.-The ra~e of the single range thermocouple temp-
erature indicate~ was increased to measure Oto 
0 . 
500 F. · 
-5. The bimetallic lmmersifn thermometers were re-
, 
placed by ones capable of measuring up to 500°F 
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.\"··. ·. 6.~·The, p'iping after the· test section~ t.he condenser· 
'b .. · 
and the storage tank were insulated to achieve the 
. 
- . 
__ -----~=~~--· -... -·-·-..... --,.., ~---.4-_,_,,~.,..,.....---,.,,.....,· ...,..._----~----;-'"---h-i.gh---tan-k---temper-a-t-ures--c..reqit-ired -~·to'~:- -b·oi:1-~·,th~s-~~fiurd-;-"·.----~·-. -:-~~---~-~-
. ·. . '· 
<' 
.. 
7. The immersion thermocouple at ~h~ _QutJ.~t _e>f .. t.he . 
~- ---------~-----·-----~ • ·-----~~--............ _. ___ ;i.. ...... _ ..... _,_..,. ..... ,-..... ~-~ ·- ·~ ~ •A•• ••••••••••••·••''"'•''"' 
, 
-
· heated test section was replaced by a pressure 




;.:.: , .. 
8. Thermocouples"· were attached to the tank and the · 
'<>· 
- h pipe supplying fluid to the tank from th·e condenser 
'·;-:• so that the two temperatures could be easily com-
I< • 
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. EXPERir,mrITAL PROCEDURE 
Three independent para.meters, flow rate, heat flux 
7 
' 
parameters were re·lated to· experimentally .measured quan-
tities. The mass flow rate was obtained from the rotameter 
was obtained from the voltmeter and the ammeter. The 
I , 
thermal state at the. inlet-- was given by the pressure and 
temperature o.f the Varsol just prior to entering the 
. ' heated test section. 
Prior to the start of a run the Varsol was circulated 
. . C 
at the highest possible flow rate (3~8 GPM) wj.thout heat._ 
Th.is would carry away any entrapped gas that may have 
- accumulated ·in the ·piping prior to-, the start of the run. 
The flow would then be reduced to the desired value and 
.the electric power supply adjusted to give the proper heat 
flux, 
For the runs in which boiling was t\e.sired it was 
necessary to raise the temperature---of the fluid in the 
storage tank to approximately JOO degrees F so that the 
fluid could attain the saturated condition prior to 
leaving the test section. The fluid in the tank was 
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· the Q.esired · condi tioris. · and: the system was allowed to 
.... 
measured quantities throughout the loop. First, it was 
\. 
· ·, _·. necessary,that the inlet temperature to the heated test / 
. ·section be steady, _Second,·· the measured wall temperatures 
.steady. Third, the flow meter and electrical readings 
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•, 
ature difference between the fluid in the tank and ·that 
entering the tank should be small • 
Afte~ the system had attained equilibrium conditions, 
the .data·was collected as follows:: the rotameter reading 
as well as the voltmeter and ammeter readings were first 
taken after which the temper1.ture of .the Varsol in the . 
' I \loll-'> 




·section were then read, after which a quick r~check of 
.
·., ,l--
··' '·"•' •••-•••- ....... _,••••~•-::"':.--. ·: C 
" .... f'" • -- • 
.the.flow rate was made. 
' ' 
) • ' r 
-"=·-------------- -----= -· ._ .. _------,__ ___ -
Immediately after this, the in~ -
I' -- •- - ~- - ---~ • - ,-, .... -·' 
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let fluid temperature as --well as .. the ·twenty-eigh t pipe ·· 
· .·wall· t~mperatures were read fr·om the multiple point 
•. er,. . . 
:~·; r~ :; 
.t. indicators. .The flow rate, -voltage, ·amperage and a few 
________ .I· 
• . • . . . . . . . • . • • • ) "c _:,._. ··•--- .• c.~-~---·.,.-·•" ·-· • ••• .,.:. ... ,, ·• •· -·· •·••·••-•·•••···-···•• ··• ... •-~·-···-····· ''•• . ··•·· ···•••··• ... ·-· .. ,. . ' . •~ . • . . - ·. • -:o,·••·i: r;~~' .. -~ .. , ~~ ·va1ues of pressure and wall temperatu'res were spot checked r~ 
1··. >' ' 
~""' f\.\_. ~ to·. insure the system had remained stable throughout. the ,, i3:i .... 
··J .. ~ ... ))> ' 
- - .. -... -----·-··-··-- -- ----- . -- - . . - - - . 
-·' -, 
·.~:· ·. ' 
run. 
--- --- -----~ ..... ·------ ·-·-·-·· ' .. 
. . .;. . . ·;· - . 
- : ;.1 . . . . - ' . . - . ,i . -~-'---'-..a _---- ·- .. 
-~--~:.~.,_:..:;..=--;---~_: __ ~;___:..__·. -. ---~--m-he--operati-anal--~--s-ta.bi-l·i-ty_-·-or-·--th~e----equ.1-pment wa~ -- ~ · · · --
1'.· \ ,. 
'"~-" 
• 
excellent in the non~boiling tes~s. Instabili,ty was . 
... / . 
~ introduced in the · boiling runs by the inability to clo se.ly . 
. . 
·control the condensing process. Not only is the Varsol 
liquid~vapor mixture well above the boiling.point of 
water, which is used as the coolant, as it enters the 
condenser but the Varsol liquid leaving the· condenser 
·• ' 
. t· 
must be approximately J00°F in order to maintain the 
temperature in the storage tank at a level sufficient 
to insure boiling in the test section. A great amount 
of manipulation of the water flow.both to and from the 
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. CALl;BRATIQH FOR HEAT LOSSES 
In order to account for . heat_ los·s to· the surroundings -
,ce~,-,~~~sA-~.····• ~fi;.QJJt.J}!~ .J1-~~-t~~-_:l;E!~.~~,.8.~e ~,~~ on_! __ J!~.~f?.lg.gm,ep t.§._9 f: ':the!;l~ .. lQS.fte,~~-~-. --.-, 
,.·--. ; ··":,r---:-_-.-·. 
·were· made prior to introducing .the fluid ··into the system •. ·.: ----~-· -
l - . 
.. ······ 
. . 
·_ ·--------:· : _ .. ,-· ---~_:. -- The losses were calculated·by raising the test section to· 
a __ steady state temperature and measuring the power input - . 
.. 
. - ···<:· -
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~· 
. "---··-.. --
necessary to maintain this steady state condition. The 
.power input was then plotted against the average .. outside 
wall temperature minus the temperature of the surroundings 
or roqm -temperature. In calculating the average temper-
( 
ature equal weight was assigned to each position along the 
loop, by averaging the_ temperatures indicated by thermo-
- couples at those positions at which several thermocouples 
were located. 
The results of these tests are shown graphically·in 
figure 7. ,~ .•. ,.l,:.--.', • The excellent linear agreement of these results 
indicated tha·t sufficient data had been obtained and higher 
temperature tests were not carried out to avoid the pos-
, 
' 
- - -· 
• 
sibility of damaging the system. 
empirically ~rom this data iu 
The equation derived ____ ~~~~-·-
· ·. (C-1) 
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where the loss:is calculated • in BTUs. The outside temp-· 
erature was assumed to be 72 degrees F as the variation 
temperature • l.S insignificant compared to the high 
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DATA REDUCTION . -..... "" ~-----·---· --·:""';'"' .. 
The raw data· from each expeI?ime·ntal run,· such· as 
~ . . ,· lo>,. . .. 
; ~ ., ~ • .,.t, - • 
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' . 
etc., were ·analyzed by the use of_ a computer progran'l. 
_ This program as well- as a logic flow chart a~~. given_ 
·i·n the appendix. 
The main objective of this program is the calcula-
tion of the heat transfer coefficients at all stations 
·throughout the test section. The program also calculates, 
·compares and lists many other significant indices. A 
.brief description of .the data reduction process along 
with-a few important relations is presented below. 
Immediately after all the raw data is read into the 
computer, the liquid density in lbm/ftJ is calculated 
···from -the ·temperature of the fluid in the tank. The 
relation used to calculate the density is actually a 
linear interpolation equation of the form 
60-TT Ro1 = 48c9491 + 8,1999. ( 293 )· (D-1) 
which has been separated in ihe program into a constant 
and a variable portion for ease in later calculations • 
The liquid density is then utilized to correct the 
.. 
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l\ieasured fl.ow rate, GPM 
Actual flow rate, GPM 
·- Density of the steel float in the Rotameter 
(50·0 lbm/ftJ) · · 
I . 
- Den~ity_for which the meter was calibrated (43.61 lbm/ft3) · · 
Ro2 - Actual density of the fluid in lbm/ft3 
The heat loss through_ tbe insulation of the test 
se'ction is found. from the average outside pipe wall 
tem~eratu~e through equation (H-1). The total heat flow 
rate into the heated section is then calculated in aTU/hr 
from 
Q = J.41J•V•I - Q1086 
, V ~ Voltage 
I - Current in amps 
' 
(D~3) 
From this quantity, the values of the-heat flux in 
BTU/hr-ft2 and the heat generated per unit volume of 
heatep metal are calculated, 
-The pressures for the stations throughout the test 
section whi~h lack press~re taps are found through inter-
\ . ' 
.. 
. . .~ ,_. . ' ~ 
' . 
·~·-··· - l. J i.:.-.111'!' 
. . .. /, 
.,. .. ~ 20 
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· p~lation relations given ~t( __ pages. 82 to 86. of ref-
erence 1. 
-··-····'·-·. ··-·········~-
The inside wall t_emperature of -the pipe is found_ 
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The bulk temperature of the fluid while in the 
heated test section is found through the enthalpy-
pressureTtemperature relations. The enthalpy at the 
-inlet to the test section is found, knowing the fluid 
temperature, through the physi~al property regression 
equation #1, The enthalpy at any_station can then be 
I. 
\ -· -
- . . 
' :.·---· .. -· ..;· =-'"'~ ... ~ __ .., .• ,. -· 
I --• 
-,.:. .'-.. -·.~ ,- ~ ·: ···- . 
,-cc;·:-·.-· .· -·- ·- - -
i .>; • 
calculated by adding to the entrance enthalpy, the 
.change in this property _caused by the heat addition 
. between the entrance and the station. This enthalpy 
is compared to the saturation enthalpy, at the station 
pressure, calculated from ref,ression equation #J, to 
determine if boiling has beg'1n and the .. proper branch 
. ' of the program is selected. The bulk temperature of 
the fluid is a function of enthalpy only in the sub-
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'· 
- ·· cooled region and is a function of both enthalpy and _ 
b 
pressure in the sa~urated region. ·The actual heat 
transfer coefficient at each station can now be cal-
., 
•.. . . . ... . . . . (~h . 
. . .,,, ~ . · · · . ["L_,,v . . 
·- ... ' .. · .;·(''J - .• 
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Flux 
· Haci =. Temp dif · 
\---
(D-5) 
= Actual heat transfer coefficient 
---- -- -------.~~ 
Hact 
~---·--~1ux = .. Heat fl-ux· in BTU/hr.-r·t2 - -------- ·--···-···-- · 
.• 




.---- _. _ __,..-4 
!"!·. '., ......... 
--
· Temp dif • Temperature of the ins1de pipe wall 
less the bu_lk temperature _of the fluid. 
The heat transfer coefficient is also calculated 
. 
from the Dittus-Boelter equation (Equation I-4) and 
' \ . Qi,,,,.~ 
compared to the actual heat transfer coefficient. The 
. ....., program also calculates and_outputs many other parameters 
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During th,e early stages of expe-rimentation, a series 
· 1ish a base f'or the va:t.ue of the all-liquid heat transf-er 
-
coefficient and as·a check on the equipment and data re-
' . . . . - . 
. . . . : . . 
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fic~s in.the upflow and downflow legs were compared 
with those predicted by the Dittus-Boelter equation. 
Excellent agreement was obtained in the medium to high 
o!-;. 
flow rates while a somewhat poorer correlation was exper-
ienced in flow rates below about 1.J GPM; this may have 
been attributable to transition flow conditions to which 
the Dittus-Boelter equation is not applicable~ Figures 
5 and 6 show the comparison of the measured heat transfer 
~~ . ' 
·Coefficients with th~ predicted by the Dittus-Boelter ~ 
equation. For tests outside the transition region no 
significant difference was found-between heat trar.sfer 
coefficients measured in the two directions., 
Heat transfer coefficients were found to be lower 
than those 
the upflow 





by the Di·· tus-Bo__el ter equation in 
R·eynolds numbers between 4.47 x 10,3 
the downflow values remained close 
to 
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· As the f,luid approached the boil'ing point di-f-
ficul ties arose· from two sources. ·The high tempera-
tures were responsible for the ·deterioration of some· 
- ------~,-·_.....__A _______ ,.,--.--~----'€_41--· ------------~- • ----------, - ", ---·-----------. --~- 0 - - ---d~ -.---...------- .--~-- , 
--·- .. -----~· ··---- :.~· ._:. __ ;,__-:-~-.---------
-~~~~~.··--~i 
·portions. of the apparatus, causing freque·n·t leaks which· rt! 
fii\ 
~i' 
required extensive repairs and repheements especially I 
RJ 
t~ 
t.U ; ~ --in th~ non~metallic components · such as the plastic · 
,~-tubing and the Nylon p·ipirtg. - - Instabilities were- intro~·-
duced by the inability to control the condensation 
process accurateiy. This problem stems from the neces-
. . ..... .. _______ ~-
s i ty to store the fluid close to its boiling point, 
. . . 
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which is about 365 degrees Fat the operating pressures. 
The fluid temperature must be ·fairly constant at about 
300 degrees Fin the tank if steady state boiling in 
both upflow and·downflow is to be realized, The fluid 
must therefore be coiidensed. but not highly subcooled. 
The low boiling point of water, which is used as the 
r,·. 
. 
cooling fluid in the condenser, in combination with the 
high Varsol temperature and th~ relatively low flow rates 
of the Varsol through the system made accurate control of 
the condensing process extremely difficult. , 
.The second and most important problefu encountered 
was with the thermodynamic data available on Varsol. 
Good agreem,!nt existed between the temperature of the 
. t 
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- --- . __ , ____ -·- -· -- - ... .,_ - - - -----···- - - - •":;, 
·- ·-,---- -:~---· . -
. ·· .. · ... fluid as measured·· __ at .. : .. the ____ e_xi·t· o-f the test sec.ti on . a.nd th·Ef·;~ 
temper_ature predicted from ~~- rise _in enth·alpy during 
-" 
' . ' . . 
J ••• ·- .--·- ··-···-· 
. subcooled tests. In the boili~g rang_e __ hQwever the. ·i_ncor- ~-·-· _ ----,--"'"7"'·----j 
.--'---,,~-~-· ---· .. ·-------------'--·----,.·----···- ·-·- ------ -··--·· u·~-------,-. --~----
· . • · · . 
· f( 
~; ~--··········· 
. rect prediction of the t~mperature led to' negative "temper-· -
} 
" . 
a.ture differences which indicate a negative heat tr1nsfer · · 
coefficient, an impossibility·. Two completely qifferent 
- ------ - --·- -- "" - - - -- - - --- ~ . - ;__ __ ~-- ----- -· - ~-.. '·':· .i --- -- -------:----·-- --,--- --·--r, 
••. -- -1...__ ___ .,. __ 
f 
set·-s of thermodynamic • data were supplied by ·-the -~sso- _: -·- · r 
Cofupany neither of which yi~lded.good results in the· satur-
' -
ation region. The set used in this report is the one which 
yielded the better results. 
I 
t. 
Boiling in both upflow and downflow occurred in four 
test runs as indicated in figure 8. The lack of proper 
t. 
' ' 
thermodynamic data precludes a detailed analysis of these 
tests, however some interesting facts can be observed from 
figure· :8 as well as the computer output sheets in the ap-
pendix. An examination of the boiling runs indicate that 
prior to dry wa·11 conditions temperatures in the upflow 
and downflow tubes are essentially the same. Since 
variations in the heat transfer coefficients can therefore 
only be caused by changes in s~turation temperature, which 
are unlikely to be large, there appears to be little dif-
' ' 
ference be.tween the heat transfer coefficients in upflow 
or downflow, 
•. 
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··-··:···, •••••• ·-------~---.· ... , •.•• c-........... • •••• • •• ·' " \n. test no. 24 ~atUI'at~d conditiC>ns were reached 
. t . ' . . 
. . 
. -~' ·---.- . ~-. .. . _· _·_ . _ .. - · .. -:-: ~- .-; ·. 
I 
·. 
-. "~ , \.:._ r 
. . 
the wa1·1 · temperatures remain virtually c·onstant until 
· station 29 where a large increase is observed, This 
.. 
··· -x,.increase- -~is ···pr·ebably ~.t.h-e ·-re.sul t o.f.c_11ear- .d:r-y,wall .. , con-- -- -. · .
·-~··· ft . ' . . 
ditions· as the indicated quality is .708. A similar 
increase in·temperature was observed in runs 204 and 
205 in the last two stations although this increase. 
occurred at lower indicated qualities. This may have 
been the result of the higher heat _fluxes present in 
these tests. The incongruous results caused .by the 
thermodynamic data can be observed in all these 
boiling runs by both the negative temperature differ-
ences and the incorrect prediction of the final fluid 
temperature, which is apparent when the fluid temper-
ature at station 29 is cJmpared with the outlet temper-
ature. The ou~let temperature is the bulk fluid · 
temperature as measured by an immersion bimetalli·c 
thermometer while the temperature of the fluid at 
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>~- __ ... · Heat transfer to the fluid flowing in 180 degree 
pipe bends was ··investigared by measuring the pipe. wall 
.,.._ .. ·;'. ", 
. , . 
as indicated in figure 4 •. The three bends in the :heated 
.... 
test section ha,fe -a ·bend to pipe diameter ratio of· 8. 25 ,. 
. ·-
. · ~The--·thernro-coup1-e s ~-ar-e-·-:1o~atea.-· on--·-:.tnEr olfter~-anQinner~ · 
radii. of· the bends as indicated. by their position in 
For those·positions at the inlet and exit of 
the bend the third, thermocouple is located on the wall~ 
r--
1 ow er bend, ·stations 19,20,21 for upper bend) the inside 
I • 
wall temperatures at all three' locations were essentially 
the same. At the midpoint through the bend (stations 11 
and 12.for lower bend, stations 22 and 23 for ~pper bend) 
substantially higher temperatures were always observed on 
the inner radius of the bend. The temperatures at the 
three locations at .the exit of the bend shov,ed a gradual 
increase in temperature from the outside radius toward 
the inside radius, although the magnitude of this temper-
ature change was of a much smaller order than that at the 
\ 
midpoint of the bend. The radial temper~ture distribution 
. .. f . 
·- _, 
" -~ 
·· .• i--~----·-'IJ· 
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at the bends indicates that the c-entrifugal forces do 
tend to·concentrate the ·heavier liquid phase on the 
"'·. 
,• -
outer radius of the bend, producing different void 
' 
· .. , .;, ":'~-'-tracnOn~--aswer:rai \1ary1ng~Y$~oc rty',a1~stri~trtt0ni3 ,-, • -~--; .9! .. 
which would be expected .to cause substantial deviations 
'~- ... . 
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CONCLUSIONS ' . . ··"- .· 
-- --·--·· - -- - --.---·---·-· ------------
-·-- . 
. "\ . . -· 
• •; ~-." . ·''°'"" ••: "•~;,,,'-;,.,_., •• 
. 
. 
. From· the i-nvefftigat~on of the heat trans:re·r coef~ ·• 
~-- ----.ti'"-··:- - - - .. -·:·- --- - . 
~ 
,,,-,.~--~. · : · . · _ -~--~-·--~~--fie-ien-ts.'~-aatid~ ... th.a~wal_J.. ___ t_emp_er~at11r,_,e,--~--<listri_b!Lt.ion_ _ _'in_:_.~th~-,. \ .: .. · · ~ ___ .,..,,,__ :_-. ·~----.,. 
•I. 
.. straight upflow and downflow pipes, the foll·owing con- · 
1-~ ---------------- ---- ----·-------
clusions may be drawn·1 -·· .. - - . ·--·
-----·--------e-~-----'----J;r, 
f 





:• ;, ... ·:: '. '• 
'·· 
. . ' 
1. For· the subcooled liaui4 .. at high Reynolds 
' • ••••• • • -- .J' ._._. .... """'-"- ....... HO • 
- . ·- -- .. ,. .... _ _,. .. .. ... --, .. ·--=---·- -
.,__ __ ·-·--· ·-.--- ---· •·. -····- .... _ . -··- - - --- --
--------:-----------'-~-----:---·--·. ·····~---:;-·-'---·-----·-::....-. 
_., 
number, heat transfer coefficients were 
essentially the same in upflow and downflow 
and compared well with·the Dittus-Boelter 
_equation. 
2. For R~Ynolds numbers between 4.47 x 103 ·and·. 
- . 4 . 
1,27 x 10 , heat transfer cdefficients in 
.. 
upflow tubes were lower than those predicted 
by the Dittus-Boelter equation, while down-
·r1ow values were still close to the-predicted 
values. 
\ 
J, For boiling heat transfer, wall temperatures 
in upflow and downflow tubes were essentially 
- the same until dry wall conditions occurred 
... 
indicating that since large variations in the 
saturation temperature are unlikely, the heat\ 
--'" -=~·---... ·--.• , -··--·~---~---·· transfer coefficients in both directi.Pns are 
.. 
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· '''PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
... 
.,\~ •... .., 
This .data, usually in tabular form, Vias· transformed into'· 
,,. 
.. ,..,,.. 
algebraic eq~ations suitable for·the computer by a multiple 
. -·-~-~-~~-~~··.·_r~egr_es_sion·.t.ec~nique ~base_d--0-n-the--le~st squares fit. 
.(I 
The regressions were -accomplished us·ing a stepwise 
... - ,. multiple regression program (BMD02R) originate~ at the 
Health Sciences Computing Facility, UCLA, which is avail-
able as an on line routine in the Lehigh University 
. 
. 
qo~puting Center. . The program was ~odified by the autho-r· 
to output in "E" format (engineering notation). 
This program enables the independent variables to 
be modified and/or combined in any manner desired to form 
additional secondary variables such as the logarithm of 
a variable, the multiplication of two or more variables 
etc •• The program_ then selects for entry into the regres-
sion one variable at a time in the order that will cause 
• 
the best least squares fit, stopping at a specified step 
or when no further significant improvement can be obtained. 
Each step is outputed alqng with the associated statistical 
~· ·-· - -··------·- · · paramete_:rs wlLich i-ndicate the quality of the fit. 
.; 
; , 
....... - -·· : :•·..:: ---=- --= ... "" --~~:~:.1'_:: 
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. ···-The following is a list. of the. regressed properties 
. )-as they appear in the autho~,, s computer program that was·.· 
- . .,. .· 
. . . ,-: 
C 
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1. Enthalpy - subcooled liquids 
4 ; . 







liquid enthalpy, BTU/lbm · 
liquid temperature, °F 
9.91442109 X 101 
5.02446820 X 10-l. 
C = -1.55900)02 x 10-9 
D= 4.)1240631 X 10~12 
h = fn(t) 
. .. 
.. • ~-' . 
Standard error of estimates 0.5907 BTU/lbm 
2. Saturation temperature, t = fn(p) 
t = A + Bxp + Cxp2 + Dx.p3 + Exp 4 . 
ta saturation temperature, °F 
• pa pressure, ps1a 
A= -1.)3597137 X 102 
I B = 6.81398618 X 101 
C = -3.52571989 
D= 8.46983744 X 10-2 
E = -7.59741284 X 10-4 
'.\ 
,· 
Standard error of estimate a 0e)525 Op 
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-- • - .,. • --···--- -- _·_; --"-"-- -· ;--·---·--· .• ____ .__ .. ,._,,;"":""":!'.'·=·1---. .• -- ., ....... ____ ., •.. ·-'- .; •. -~- _ .. --
. ·•····•f, , ... -!· 
·----, 
. .,u_. .... ,~ 
.· J'• Saturation ·enthalpy, h = fn(p) 
.-· "' . h . = A . + Bxp + Cxp5 . 
. . . \. . 
. ---·~-----,.. . .,--~. ~ · --· /· · ~~-----~--~~~--·h·-~---··-·s-atur-a·t i·a-n----en-thal-py-,---· BiU/-llmi~-~~~-~-~,-r--.· · --~ .. 
. . - . . . . . 0. 
pa pressure,· psia · · 
. ' .... "'7'. ~"<'·. 
A= 2.42028977 X 102 
#tl•1l1dPdP11 .. lo,1.,1<,'j,,.,r 
B = 2.J,5815939 
.. 
-- ------- ----------- -----------·-··-· ----------------- -- - -----------··-- -··-· 
. .:_ .. ~--. 
- ' . . 
,· -·~- •••;·· ,,.,..,,·u:.!.~-•..1::-.~ .. - ,"!~~~~-:-4-
. . . . ... ~-·~-.:a~. -:~-::---::--,~---,~-----------,~~. --~ .--------·~-~-~~-+-~~:~· , :,· ., :--·-- ---
c = -8 • 69404 )84 x 10 . ".. · . 
_.,. 
[ ' 






· ..... -..... Standard error of estimate, 0.1644. BTU/lbm 
4. Temperature - subcooled liquids t = fn(h) 
t =A+ Bxh + Cxh4 + Dxh5 
/ 
ta temperature of the subcooled liquid,------~F . · 
• 
ha enthalpy of the liquid, BTU/lbm 
A= -1.91657368 X 102 
B = 1.92025212 
C = 1.85613501 x 10-8 
n = ··-5~·81582185 x 10-11 
.,.· _,.,.,,v, .,~, .... s"··'""'" .. ,--. , .• , .. ,/' 
·standard error of estimates 1.1718 °F 
5. 
~ .. 




V = A + Bxt3 + ex ln(t) + D/t 
VI liquid viscosity, ·stokes 
ta liquid temperature; °F 
A= 2.0~44J96J x 102 





























. . ,..._. i '. 
_..,, 
---~-..... 
--·---, .. ,., ___ 
-.-----·- -----·- .. ·---- .... ---_- .. :. _______ ,_ __ --- . _-__ 
--- ___ , __ -- - . 
- - - ~- --J- ---- - - - - . 
------ ----·-
B = 5.9162290? X 10-B .. 
C = -J.2233693? x i.o1 . . . ~ . 
. ...... 
' ' ' ' J D = 4.09124?-16 X 10 ... 
~--··· ~ - -'-.-~ ~--"-· __ -~~ -~· , ~- 4!. _A· :'".'!1" -~~ . vi _. __ e:,--ll"".--_~..,,._-· - ' < ,-, -•' ~, . .. _ '• -- ~ <•-•'--•,. --.A••-. ..___,._,,__,~-~-".--•"·-<<·~"-~.:i;.-~-.... ~~---.u.--.;...-~~,_,._,,. -~__,..,.., __ ...:.-h.-~.--' 
Standard error of estimate a --'e. 3033 x 10 stokes 
•· 
.. 
-· ... ------. - -
( All viscosities are converted to the units of· 
. ft2/sec immediately following their regressj,on 
- •------ --- ·- - ----- ----------· 
---~equations ·_in the computer¢ pr·ogra:m use.d r·or data 
~ 
reduction.) 
' ' 6. Specific heat,. c = fn(t) 














· ca specific he·at, BTU(lbm-°F·. 
ta temperature, °F 
-- -- ------·· ---··-··-····,......... ·-h·-·---··-··-· --- ----.-,-' .. ·:---··., .. -·-,:, __ . _____________ '. 
·A= 5.0244682 x 10-1 
B = -1.5590030 X 10-9 
C = 4.3124063 x 10~12 
( This relation was obtained from equation #1, 
enthalpy, by differentiation with respect to 
temperature. ) 
7.. Density of the saturated liquids r = fn(h,p) 
r = A + Bxh5 + ex log10 (p) + D/h + E/(hxp) 
.. 
'' 
ra· density of the saturated liquid, lbm/ft) 
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-------- -·-- -- ·-· ···-·-·-- ·-· ··-· 
. . . . ~ 
\ . - . 
- ···- --- -~--- -
--..- - -----------·---- -·---------- -------- .. ~- - ---- ------
-.--- ·----·····--·,:_·······-·--'•~---'-c·----··· - _ · . . - · ~- . ·. · . -- . · ·. . "i . • . , · -. : . :· . , ·-r ·-·-- ·-.•· -----~---··-·-······-··-'·"-·-·:···•. ·---~-.: :· ...•...• __ --~- ...• 
. .. 
- - . ___ -,. ...... 
---·· · .-- ·• ,i:,_ · - ·---~ ....... -· - : _· ---··------ · · "--- ;_;__-· __ cc":·.c ---
. --------·· ----- -----· --·-·· ·- ·----·--- ---··· ~~; p 1 _pressure, psia-
A = 4.86136406 X 101 
B = 1.06079234 X 10-l3. 
~-
'·~· .~ .... ~- · ... ·.~--, ·_ :c;-· ·:.1;·011>·2·0304~jf·ttr1-~· · ........... · .. ,.:. ,->< '····· , ___,,,c-:---_ ~-:.:.-;;)~·-... -.+-'. -~--~-'-=' ..,......,.~-~~:~--·~-·-··~·.:~-~~- ~~~~ 
. . 
-- - - - ----
.. D -;-1 2.4122_5066 X 103 
E = ~1.80740833 X 104 
..... - ._ ... _._t···~ '..... -=-- -_.-·- _- -~ - - - - - .. 
r---:-:-------~~~+-c,---~~___,__~.~Standa.r_d_~~:rr_or ___ of _ es t_ima_te~•~-.~o~_()5J4 1 bnl/ f:tJ --c= •.•-,--c-, ~-~-··,.::;.;...:.,··-~.,. ~::.;:____.___~ 
___ ... ,.,, 
··- -. -r •. .-. .;...;. ,,_.. . 
.: 
,, 
.... .. . 
•,, . 
- ··c.---.,- . ...,_._ 
' 8. Density of the saturated vapors r = fn(h,p)--------
r =A+ Bxhxp + Cxh2xp2 + Dxh/p 
ra density of the saturated vapor, lbo/ftJ 
-- ha '.total enthalpy, BTU/lbm _ 
.. : . -- . 
• pa pressure, psia 
A= 1.1541052 X 10.-1 
B = 3.1860776 X 10-5 
10-11 
,°!',, 
C = 9.4939377 X 
D = -2.1094089 X 10-3 
' 
" 
Standard error of estimates 0.0017 lbm/ftJ 
9. Quali ty1 q = fn(h,p) · 
- --··--::-·- -~~ -· .. _: ~~-· ~-~- - . - ... _ .... ;.~ . 
•• 
q = A + Bxh2 + ex log10Chxp) ·+ D/h + E/p + F/(hxp) 
qa quality 
ha total enthalpy, BTU/lbm· 
• pa pres3ure, ps1a ,. ., 
,. . 
----:--- _____ ..........___~ ... ---
-
-


















_: ___ . ·---· _-_ .·_.· ·-·---·'- __ - -·~------·---- ---
-----. - ----~ . 
--d. 
. • • .· 't 
- . -
• ,:• --.·-.·----------~.,.._ ·-,··.:·· -·-······---- --·--- -- ___ • ___ Lo __ , __ '"_____ ·-..... ···-·:·--.. _·_ -··-.•.• • ••. - - ·, ..,. .•• · ____ _ . . . .' .. - .. 
- . - .• -·- _ ..• :, .• ·-:--··---~'(;---;._-..... -- .. ~r-,..:.-.• --- .... •-...-:.---
- ~. -~ ·- p . -- .. ' ---~-----'-.··: - ,. . ., ..... -- --· - - ,r-- - -
"'l._. 
-- - - .. .;.... --------· •·-····;··--:-;,_· .·._· - -. --· ·:···- ·. ___ ., - __ -~:. ' .. · ' ----,-.--.-
- - ' - . -'""'-"'- - - -- - - -- -- ·- ·_ . .,.,_ : - :, ··-·-----.·- ~ - '---~-' "-·~ ·_.-_ . -_-· ... ' _ .. _:;_ --
-. -__ :. __ , .. , .... ---'- " - '-- -. . - _- - . ' . --. ·- 1 
~A= 8.05378090 X 10~ . . --~ 
' ..... 
. B = 1.25093948 ~ 10-5 .. 
.. 
. ·--------·· 
. -- ". C ·= -7.49196855 x ·10-1 -
~ .... -+·""' .. 
. . ! 
, __ . ______ :___: . .. ,., -
- ---- ---------~- -.--------~~-,,-----
··=--~£~~-~~--r, . ·•., --~·· :~~-~,-~3~16007029' "Je--ro2~~ · .• ;_ .,. ,~- · -·~--~ · ""'~-~-.~-·a<· - "--~ ·c •··. ~.: , .:.2:~ ... ,---. , ~- --~--
·'11" 
• • - - - • •• -• .. M • • " •• - • ' -- - ·• 
- ·- - .. 
- --·- --- ·--- ---· ----- -- -· -
.......... __ -. ..... -
\ 
E = 9.78129731 
- ~- ..... ;• ,.. . -
F = -3.47273917 X 103 · 
Standard erro~ of estimate a -_ O. 0046 
10. Enthalpy change of evaporations h-= fn(p) 
h = A + Bxp3 + Cxp6 + Dxp't + E/p1 
ha enthalpy change of evaporation~ BTU/lbm· 
pressure, • pa psi.a 
A= 1.4047)568 X 102 \ 
10-4 B = 4.28828862 X 
--~ 
C-= 
-5.58071896 X 10-8 
D = 1.22538827~!l0-9 
-~ E = 1._5456558;· x 108 
Standard error of estimates 0.2793 BTU/lbm 
11. Temperature - saturated liquids t = fn(h,p) 
t =A+ Bxp + Cxh2/p2 + DA log10 (hxp) + E/p + 
F/{hxp) + G/h2 + I/h3 
' • A.,,_ \ 
• 
ta temperature of the saturated liquid, ~F 
... , ... - .... , 
- ha total enthalpy, BTU/lbm • I 
.. --'-CC'-.,~;_._: - __ ::::,_ ·.= :=-..;;__::::;;:: ' --= -~:.:::.. ;_;-;; _:: _:_ C ---· •• 
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b •. -~ 
••.. . 
. . . __ .__,. 
'\:,, Press~e •• psia · ·· · 
. 3 .. " .. · ... 
-A-= ;.1006?489 X 10 -· - -_ '... 
. ~ . . 
, ___ . 
. D = -5. 73384060 X 102 
---- ---- - -
. ---· . -~ '' ------·--·--· _·--···~-...... ,.. ----~~-----. ,-. -
' .,. - - ~ ' 
. ..... ~ __ -· -'-'----:-··: .... 
. . . 
.. : .. ), .. ,. 
---------- . ___ ----- . --- __ .. __.__ . -
-·· C 
E = -9.27499894 X 103 
. F = 1.40128746 X 106 , 
G = -5.74047555 X 107 
I= 5.36598986 X 109 
Standard error of estimates o.4644 °F 
-
.. 
12. Viscosity of· the saturated liguid1 u =fn(q,p) 
. . 
u =A+ Bxp5 + Cxpxq + Dx(pxq) 20"1-9 Ex(q/p) 2 + 
Fx log10 (p) + Gx log10 (qx~) + H/q3 + Ixq2/p . 
u, liquid viscosity, poises~ 104 
qa quality 
• p1 pressure, psia 
A= 3:23200415 x 101 
·B ~ -1.48472798 x 10-9 
I 
.. 
... · ·· C = 8 .87436523 x 10-2 
) . . . D = -4.87005529 X 10-4 
-------------- -------- - E = 4.4007004) x 102 
F = -1.61096874 
.;-: 
• . ·. 
.. ---~------~,--~~----..·~7------,·-~.-.,-..... ~ .. ~, ·- ··--- ·--
... 
. . ._· \., . 
~-
.,;- -
- - - --· . ------
- ' .• '' •• ·-· ··~·-·'. j 
• 
....__ _________ _ 
. \ 
·-;.-;---· ----- ~,-.-.. _ .... -----·-................. - -- - " ... till ... 
...... --:.... ·-
--~-- ··- _, ,..-. --... . .. -·- - ... -·- -~--~ ·:--·· .. , ... ---··": -- . ~ --.. - ·--~-~~----~·--..•· ............. - ..... 













. , ' 
"·, --~ ·, 
. .. --,---------·-·--·----···· .-
. ,-•, 
,---------···-- -




H = -6.994204J9 X 10-4 .. _; r -
. . . . . ' -
\.. . 
. .. -·-· --~''---. ·'"-·. --·' --·· -- ·. -. __ ,.,. . 
. " 
... --
. { . . •. . ' . -~ . - - --· - ' ', 
,,. . . . . . ' . . 1 . 
•·~_ -- --~~~;--··--::--"~,,~,~~~---·! ·· ·=' -2 .. 0230617~ '..X, 10- -· ---~-: ........ ·--_ :_.~--·-~- .. ______ . ___ -_ -~----: __ ~2-~.-- ____ : _____ ~----·--- __ ~--------:-.. ~--~~..,-~~-:~,~~~-~..:-.·-_:. 
. 
. . . . 
. ' . ~ 




-13. Viscosity of the vapor, u = fn(q,p) 
\.'· . 
· u = A + Bxq + Cxq5 + Dx(qxp) 2 + Exq/p + Fx log10 (q/p) + 
.. 
. - -------- G/q + H/p + I/(qxp) ... 
us vapor viscosity, poises x 104 
.... (;-' . 
qa quality· 





. . ~ ·- .. -- ---~-~--~---- -- --- .... -
B = ~3.0672)132 X 10-l 
C = -5.12598741 x 10~9 
D = 3.90890969 X 10-3 
E = 3.43066630 
F = -7 .• 058)6819 X 10;..3 
G = -2.02058298 x 10-3 
H = -J.18794777 
I= 5.41961214 x 10-2 
~~~~~~-Standard error of estimate, 
• 
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·-·-:-.• ' -·, -- -
---,........C.--"~-
-------. ··-····· - . ------------ .. ··- .. __ ,_ 
-· ' .. .· . . . 
. - . 
. 
-- . - .. _




-' .. _· ---·. . . -----·· - .·.. _· . -. ·.·.' .. >.' .. _ .. · .... ___ .. .-· -- . - .-___ . _ .. _ . -··· ---. -:· -~· _--_ -~ __ ;_~. . .. · -,- . ' '. : .. ~ ' ------·· 
.. • 
-·- - -----·--·-- --- -
- . - ---·· - ... 
.. - -NOMENCLATURE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Symbol Explanation 
I .. ·~ 
, . 
. ' -: ·- . A, ~ 
... ~ ~ 
A • ---·-- •- • •• -., - •• >,o •, 
.- ··-; .. ----------~:~- ... ·- -:--·-_.._.,;....,,_____, __ ·---'--'"'.-............. ~~-;i,.r---.._._,,._~_,_......,,.--
_.·~· ~- -. - ·---------~ 
Heat transfer area ·of the heated test·· . . . 


















FI·action of the total heat flow entering · 0 .. ·-· ·' 
between two successive stations · 
·Boiling n~mber 
··Constant in the equ~tion for the pipe 
inner wall temperature . 
Specific heat a~ c·onstant pressure of 
'the liquid .... BTU/lbnf-°F . . . 
Cross sectional area of pipe based on 
its loDe - sq ft 
Heat flux - BTU/hr-ft2 
Mass flux - lbm/hr-rt2 
Gallons per minute flowing through·pipe 




All liquid heat transfer coefficien.t 
evaluated from the Dittus-Boelter 
equation and based on the total mass 
flowing through the pipe - BTU/hr-ft2_oF 
Actual enthalpy of the ,_fluid - BTU/lbm 
Enthalpy change of evaporation - BTU/lbm 
All liquid heat transfer coefficient 
evaluated from the Dittus-Boelter 
-e~uation-a~d based on o~ly the liquid. 2 0 phase flow11.g through' pipe - BTU/~r-f.t - F 
Saturation enthalpy of the fluid - BTU/lbm 
Current - amperes 
Inside diameter of pipe - ft 
r 
------~J--~- ~~-Station number immediately downstream of 
commencement of bulk boiling conditions 
--·~ K 
,-...... - j 
• 
.. 
Thermal conductivbty of the stainless steel· pipe - BTU/hr-ft- F .... -·~·-·-·~--~----· 
. . 
• ....:._. .• d- .; ·- -"-
-"'- ... 
• 
. . : . 
. 
.:.,. W-=>..>". .. ,·,":-~' ·,_,,.:-··-'--·--~-----..==-,·....:,.C• ,. ... , ... :--.,c,,.,O.C<:-C...· ,-.=, .• ~·.',, --···-,--c ---A~·-•••=:·. ,,I ,a -.. ....;"cc~,,_,,__ .... ~=~---.0 .. _.,.,-<1.:,::_ .. o.c,_-..: ,...,-,::0-,.--------····- • 
.. 
. . . . . . . 
- '. ' --· !.. -- .- -~-. - • ·-·~ -.-~ -·--~-.-,,____,..._.I.....-~-_...,..... . --..~----·'": ' --- -·· -··-~- . ...,....,........:.. .. ,-l ..... ...,,, ............ ~ .. -=----..J.-...-...---.-...,. -
' . 
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) .. . 
-,-::;:.i:i: 
< • 
.. . . 
• 
.... ... _ ---... 
----·---····~--- ---------------·--- -- --.c-c·-~·'-·······--- - .... ··. - ·· .. ---.,__-...-~ ..... -.:: ....... __ ---::::_ ·-· 
- • •--· ,_ ,• -- C 
. · -·_.-...:..: 
----·-~·-·-- -~------·-"":-... _...,-... "' ·-- ............ --·--·-- ··--····- - ,;,_ -- .. ··-:,-·--:,------""7--:,·.!,_~_ J --·- . 
~ ; 
' . 
. . . 
, . 
- ,/. :- -~--: ....... · -· -· ·-. : . ____ .: '~- .·-
...... .- ' J --:· .· 
. . ' 
: •, . . ·' .. 
' ·- -- -'---'.- ______ _-'_~ ·.: .. 
• - . --....... -,- ------ ·' ... •• ' !"" 





. ....... . : .. ~----·-- ·---- ··- ~·-
. . ._. . ,/'. . . . -· 
..... . - . 
KLIQ1 · · · : ' · ·. .·.· Therinal conductivity of_the liquid .... BTU/hx .. f.t--<>R------:~_.~:.. _________________ _ 
. . - .,.. '"' ' . . ' . 
",' • • < W • ; • :·. ,' • • • ' "• • ." C •, 
_ - ---" : . -- --_ • : --__ , . ': .- ·-L· -: : -- . -::-:·:·:-----------:-' __ ----__ -___ : -Length -:Of the~---h-ea-te d------te s-t--s-e-c 0ti-on.-C..---f--t ~ 
- . ~· -. ·. . .'. 
._ • .. ; 
~---~---- ... 
.. • •· · · ·; > · ·... 1:0< · · · : .' ;. -; . · Liquid densi tY ... lbm/ft3 
· · ·--~~:=~-~--__:__.-,_-'--7-ll:::'~_:_-~.·· ,,-_:_-'-:_~~ass "":riow-ra-te -:-lbm/hrc.-7 --. ;-------:_-____ :_·_-___ - __ ,._----_. ~.,_..... 
' .. ' - .. . .. . ' . . . - - -· __ ...,._, . - .. -- " 
,1 .,. ' 
. t "'t . 
' ,-
. . 
. . ' 
. Q 
. 
- --- - -- ----. 
- - •_--, ~ --
·; 
... 
"'..,. __ ,..,. .. ,. . 
~ " 
N Station number -
,(__,- ' 
NUACT , . ,,. Actual Nuss·elt number 
- •, ., . ' 






·:.·· Boelter equation 
-Outside diameter of the -pipe- f-t-
Press~re GO psia 
Pressure ·drop between two consecutive 
stations c::> psi -
Prandtl number of liquid 
·Heat flow - BTU/hr 
- _;. .. ·. ,, •·' ··. ,- ~-. . 
• I 
. . 
. .--,_ . 














Quality or vapor mass fraction . . _ 
-. .. . .. . ·- ', . ' ~ 
,,'-~ 
Heat generated per unij volume Of heated 
metal pipe cm BTU/hr-ft 
Ratio of H to HALIQDB 
Ratio of H to HLIQDB1 
Reynolds number " 
Density of the saturated.·vapor- lbm/ft3 
Density of the saturated liquid - lbm/ft3 
Difference between saturation temperature 
and fluid actual bulk temperature ~ 0 p 
Average tempe1·ature of outside pipe wall 
~sed in computing QLOSS - °F · 
Difference betwnen inside wall temperature 
and fluid actual bulk temperature - 0 p 
Actual bulk temperature of the fluid - °F 
Saturation.temperature of fluid - 0 p 




• . ... , 
. . 
-39-· ,) I • 









. ";.,,. '- . . 
___ ... _ ... _ -~ .J:. _____ ·-····---~ ··~;;....;....,.,,_ --";-c....::f:---:.~----~J.·_;:.:--:._·:-·"<·-___ '. ____ :--.:,;~_:--:_-~---;~~L~,.i.c:-'-'C~---:_c-_· .,.,---_-' 
L__-,----------------- -
--.--..-:·~-- -- . -.,.,- __ _. __ .• -- ' . ' - -- .. ----
. . . ·- . '. -·· - - .... - ... - - . - _,_ __ .,_ ~ 
-- --- ..... : ---·--,-.-·" ' ·--- ~- .. - ·. ·- .... ·- . . . . . -
--- ------
--- - ·-· --- - -
- -· ---- 4----····· -- --·-·-·~-------~------,. ... ---~ --.------ ----- . -··. ·-'------- --::-----.· 
- -..,. ,-.--L • - -·•- •• --·· --,-~-- •o"·---~•·c·· ·-.•- ·-·-' - .. ,,.,.. .:!-::",•• .. , .• --~----• ::·~·;•:•:. - • --~~:. ',•.•-••--••• '••- .·._...;:_-. ·-:-. -- ,. -••,••- ••,,• • ,•• .... --·-• ---· ··~·- ;· •-
• -;::> -. 
·. , -- _ _. -· ---- ---
"<.·· . TT 
-Temperature_ of fluid in _ tank - · 0 p 
-·----------- -- - --- . ---- ----. _____ :"">· _____________ , ,----.------,--··--·------------------- --------------------------- --- ---
-------- ---------------· __ TWI - Inside wall tempe~ature of _p_ipe - . 0 p 
-·TW'O 
;:_. outside wall ·tenip~rature of pipe - °F- · 
. 1, 
V- ·. 
----·-·--''· . ·-· 
Voltage· . -= _volts 
- ' 
--,.-·------,-_ - ~·-.....,.,.-_. __..._; e:¥-',-f-. ..,,....._. - -- .7\'Er, ~ I 
.. .·.,.,. :'c·~-:~~'. .. --; 
. Ve1oci ty of 1iciUid-at-ini8t~tQ~~ ....................... \ ............... . 
section cm ft/sec -. . 
VISCOG Visctlsity of the.vapor-ft2/sec 
- VI.SLIQ 
: . ~-·.--.. - -~ ·.:• .. 
VISLIQW ' . 
-~- ~~--.-----------'"......,._,_ - -------.------- --------·---
Viscosity of the liquid - ft2/sec 
Vis.~o~ity of the l!.9.'llid eval~ated .at._ the 
-~_ ---in-side wall -t;emperatu-re - ft /sec _ .-
_-,_ ... ·. 
Volume of metal of-the heated test_ VOL 
' .. - -
,: . 
-·section - cu ft 
-Difference_between inside wall temperature 
and satur~tion temperature - °F 
·WALSPHT 
XTT 
· Martinelli parameter· 
.. , 
·-~ .. - ' ·--------- . - ------- - - ·----- - - - -- - ------· -- - - -- -- -----------~ - --~,.--- --- ------ ----









,. __ ,. - ·---~-
--
-. ~-
-·· :p·- . --- ------. -·- ___ ,. ___ , ______ -~----------
,,,-
.. - .......... ·-. - -
. , .. 
. l' ,_ 
- - ~--- "-- ·-----. :.;.. - .:, , __ -=- • ...... __ .,,.,-;...;; __ ~..,~~ •. ~~--, .,~ --~ .. -· -.;;; :a.::-..__,.-,,. -·-·---- -- ,.::... 11•..a, :;:.21 "'~ :.. . .._-_ - ~ .-.•·=- - - -~~ ,.,..-, -- ---· --- ---_... .._ ..... ___ -·· --- - . . -- -- _____..___ --·-- ----- ,- -- -_-~ ..... --->--- .. -· ~: --
,- ~- ·---·---·t:i:,;,:,"\--·-·· ~-- ----- - . '· ~ 
a--_, _ _,,,, ____ , __ .,__ - "•· ---·--" -- "·------~- ... -·· ---· ---
. . 
. . 
- --= --- ------.--=......-~•"C"--.·-~--=-- .. - ~-~- _.,..,= .. =---~ ·-·· '-~·~ ........ --,---·· ,,_ -··~-,,-··"'··"----'·"~-...-----~ 
. . 
.~ .. - ' - • - -- - ,- • --~ - • ' - ;·c· ,-----· •. -
. . ... 
,,_.....,, ... •.=. ·-., .. ., 
-L~o-












... - . 
- -- - .. --····-------------~-----~---:-~·-_,,.,....,.,~-----.. _---. -·~ ._ .. .,.. __ .. - -· -. ~. '~-.~--........ ,~ 
'!, ..... 
$ ~ 
' ' ~: ;_-· -; --· - . --, .' -·. -:--·•--,-·-·-,--~-~-·---.-~-· • -- ' s:i-- • " • .,_ :-· -=-..._ __ _._ ~-- --·- - ~--.. • -•j__._..,__ -•-- ----·-- ----~•:: _. ------r ----- •r-;er··-·-•:;...._;,.,":::__.".·; ~-·•-••-•·•~ ----,r•. -·-·--"-··-- .... - --•--., -- ·~ _ •-.-- ··-·-~--·. ···--·•• ~-. ...---•• <"··-·-• --~··••-• •••••••·-·•·••··,·••·· · ~--
• . . 
•, 
--.~_.., 
- . - . -- ... -
···-----
•;-~ ... ,. ·• .. 
.. . ..... 
· .... __ - ~ 
.. 
Reserw-J@ _30 memey mpa@@fj tor Ga@b. @f the tollom.rig vari&bles: 
..... · ~_,__. ~-·s~~·,;~ 'l'OO';·~fl'ECTOt;· "lW,Al:!TOL~·lf~-"Tw:r;~TFSA'f~~·mQSAT~~PDROP;'····_; ~.,_.._ .· •••. C • < ,., :. . .. ---
~~~~ -------- ~---- -------.-- ---------------------:-~-----···-~~---------·----- ·--·-----·----·- -·- ----··----·-··- -------· - -·- ---·-~----- - .. ·-· --- . - . . . .· - -- -:-:··-- -- ·. · .. -~ 
' ·-···· -- --
. ~IF O REmMo VISLIQo VI~LIQ{Mo CPLIQo BOMUMo RATIO 1, .. 
RATIO 20 t1WlPiff o SUBOOOLo Ho BFGo NUAC1.\, BOLo -ROG, QUALITY. 
. ·=<>· . ---·- • ··--·- - ·_ ......... . 
. . . 
-- -- -- -- - · ITT,, VISOOG 0 ICLIQ19 HLIQDB1 f) PRNUMi 11 ?roMDBi 




, . II,' , 
.. -
-
._ - lL' 
" 
' 
Ch&ngo th® f@llo'aim!{g f!r@m integ@lf tc reml :variables: 
m, L, ~. M, I, U,IQ1,. K, NUMDB1, NUACT 
. . 
. -~ •, 
j 
- . 
• • • I • :. • 
. . . 
. ' ,. ' . ' 
r - --· . 
.... - ~-·-···-···---···:---~--=.:...--=-----~----... :.::...::. --~-~-- ~--_-"-·-. ~- ·~- __ ... _ - . 
Assign values-or· ID, OD, L 





Read in values or: 
TT, GPM, V, I, TOo MONTH, DAY, YEAR, PE, ti>, 
P(1), P(J)g P(6)v P(S)g P(13)o P(17), P(19), 
P(24), P(28), P(30),· TW0(2) through 'M(JO) 
Print out v2lues of: 
V, NO, IDHTH, DAY, YEAR 9 TT, GPM, 
----------------
.. 
• . . J 
;. .. l . 




___ , ____ - -
·-~· ---
\ 
- ' - -· ·.c----• - • ---- ·._- .0-. -~ :-....:::: -, _.., ·-,_ _..;c;....,- .. --.:.- ..... --- --=-- . _. •~ • ::-;.. - - --------- -:=.-;,-- -- --=---- . - --· LD = fn ( TT ) .-- ·-- ___ ..,,....,.. -·-·-1--···-·-- -····-···•'"-·-···--··--- -~-~---~ ~ _........,-'-'-·"' .. , ... • -··--·,· _ :...,,.-;-.:....:..c..-1;.;;:....;·-· •'--.... .:: • .:-.• ·-···""·. --- -~- •. 
' . 








Correct GPM for 
density variations 
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...................... -===:....... -= !:::! =====-=---=-- - ---------,---..------ - ...... _.::. - - -
7· ' 
- ---1 . 
' .. 






-- 1 : 
. - g --
-----
vr, 
---- ----- - -··- ---····-. --··,----·-- ---- ·------------·--· -·--·. 
. --
-·-- --··-. . -· 
. . . . -· ... ..:... ~-· - __ ._:__ -,>. ·.... . . . .- -· .. -· --
..... -· . ' . 




FLUX, M, G, -VELo TAV-, QLOSS, Q, .CllOL.:, 
.0 . . . 
·' 
---~--~~------- --~---~---- ---· ---·-- ------ ----:- . -.....- ·---,·-,,-----,·_-- ------ .-.--- -' -.--.:..---;-~--,--· - .-
__ Calcula.t_e: . . 
•' - - - --- --- -------- ---- ----- >------. --~~~~~~._____:_~..:.___ 
P(20), P(2), P(10), 0P(9). P(14), P(15l, P(21), P(21) 
P(26), P(25), P(?). P(5). ·P(4), P912), P(11), P(16) 
• j •. 
---- ---- --------·---- ---- ~ 
·-.. 
·.,.:..-,:. 
P(18), P(23),_ P(22) 1 P(2?), P(29) 
Print. 'TW)' p I ror all stations 
Print T\«l(l), P(1), TWO(JO), PE 
N = J = 1 
TFACTUL(N) = TO 
HFACTUL(N) = fn (TO) 
N :! N + 1 
~----- ··--- b-.-· --~--- ----------- ---·-- ·---- ---
POSITIVE 
---~----=-···~-,- --c··.c.., -.·- --. -~--. •• - -=.--- ~-~ ,~-----'="--·,-'"'-~--.,. - - -:-- ...... -·, . 
----- - -•-~-'- -- - - . - _:.: ;• ... ____ _ 
~-------------------- ..... - - . 







l ... ~~• ,., •.• -, 
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-~-.,,---~•·e, ~-• • ., ••M,.-,_.,._ 
--. ~ .c.o----,------- -,.:z --=-- =.,,, -"· _,.:..::,·:, • -, • 
-. 
. •} . 
. . I -
.. 
.. " " 
- ~ffi l!ll ...... w'!!',.._....... . 
• . . - _. _,._ 4 _p ,¥!~ .. t A,!#4 _F4'i o.i.f' "':.' t Ml~. )I i ; 
• 
_!:, ________ _ 
"'!. I. ,-1.: 
----~ ..... ------~·-· -----···----~.------ -····-··· ------
-------------- - ... ·-~..------- ---~- -------·-·· -· .. --- -- ---------- -- -- -- ------------ ------- - .. - --- ---------- ---- --------- ---- -- - -- -- - - -·~----·---------·--- -------
--- ----~---- ------·----·-- -----·------ --- -------
. ' 
. 
. . . 
• -. -, • ... -· ------ r "~• •;,.._ '-:· 
. . . . 
-~·----~----:--.--~·.: ___ .. _: .. _ ...:. •... , ... ~--··.·~-·--•·-·-.-·-:--•-·~---~~·-· • ·, ·.··_---.;:,--·-a·~-- .--- , ·.-. '._.···~·-_>! -·-· '. _.· .. .. ·-- ··. --- - . - .-·--. . --·- --·· ' ·--.· --'-· · ____ ----- ---···--- '. ____ · _____ · ··--- ,_ ~-~·-.. ·._· ---·--· _· .. -···· ·--····· .- ·,. _· -r:' .... -- :. -'----~-·; -·~---·-···-·---·-·· ·-··--·--· -· 
•. 
' .. · ·. _.· ; 
- ---·----. _._:_ ___ .. · ___ : . - . . ..' ____ •, --- ---·· 
. .. ' . . . 
. .. . ·. . 
------------·-~-------,·.4.·.~·· .... -- -
. . ' . 
Calffllhte: 
K(N) o ~JI(N) o HFACTiJL(N)-· 
:.:.~ : .. ,,~~ ::,,.~:~.~-~· .: .. :·;~~-·~ -~ __ ::!:N;.::~~~~:~~; .. ,).~- -= .. :4 -·--~:--~~~-~~~ :·.--. :.,:,.,__ __ ""_·~::--,__, __ 
• . ~ ,f • n,;:;, • • • .. • • • • • • 
•. 
' ' 
_ __ , . . . . PDROP(N) . . ·- .. -···- ... 
.. . '' 
.. . .:. __ :.:. .. .-. 
.~'>·· 
.• 
~ ' . ' . . 
- ~-~ -·--,··- -~ . 
: ; .. . . . 
. ELSE 
J = N +.1 
' . -· - . . 
-- -"---------·----·----·---- ------· --- -
. . 
-----------------------· -·-- -- .. 
' ' 
... 
. ·: ·" 
. 




____ ..,.., ... -... ................. --.. ·-- -- -~ ... -.... .... : - .... __. . ..----...... --. --- --,;-" 
• • 
•, .. -·· 
··-- ~- ·_ ···~;.-1':"" ''""';' 
~- ... ··--·-----
-1 Calculate: 
TFiCtUL(N) = tn ( BFACTUL(N)) 
WALSPHT 9 SUBCOOL, TEMPDIF(N) 
VISLIQ(N) = fn ( TFACTOL(N) ) 
VISLIQW(N) =. fn ( TWI(N) ) 
CPLIQ(N) = fn ( TFACTUL(N) ) 




RENUM(N), RO, PRNU~I1(N), NONMDB1(N), ·H(N), 
HLIQDB1(N), NUACT(N), RATIO .i(N), RATIO 2(N) 
" 
- ,._. .... ,.: . 
- ~ ' .. . ... -
··: 
. ~ .. ·,-.... . •
• ,· ___ ... ' 
, 
• 







--------.~· .... - ......... . 
-- " 
-- -------- -- -==-- ",;: 
.. -::-, -~ ===-- --=~=,··=··· .. 
• •• < • 
. 














,., • -- ••• .,.,., • :- - • -,o • 
• • • 
. , 






















·"!f.· --..... \.," 
TFACTUL(N) = fn ( HFACTµL(N), P(N) ).· - .-~·· 
KLIQ1(N) 9 CPLIQ(N) _ 
. . ' ~ 
.. - . 
------------~---·_-__ · -----;-" __ -----------_ -_- -·_ -·--· · - -. ROL-,N--l = ~ -<-~ t.J'C'A,c_ TUL_ CN) ·Ec .. 1> > __ · -- ,a .~~- -- - =~·::-~~~~-~~:-~:.:_u=-=~-=-~-=~~-:~~----~-~.1 
• •, :a• ~ .... ', ,I ,, ,..;, .. r,1110..- •"Ci' ,q:4:;,,.__Jl~ -/ilh ..... .,.. ... .,.J..,._,.t.____ ... ~,," -· ... T.~~ .. _ .. _ .... , ..... ~;:" __ , __ J...D. .. _ ... ,~~-,--·-~-~~-.. : •-'- ,,,-.,,,,-....•f-,•-=.r...,..,...._ .... c,,...l~,..., __ .....,,., .. - .. ~--·~----.,..--.-,~~~- ... ,, .. 7-""."'" .• "?,.,_,•,• •: ... •,·•••·•-• ••••,··,•·••·•''••;,···••'-. .::.:•,.-,:•••"'·;••••-•• , 
.---,-,.,,;-,•=;"-~ -~-?, • . ~. - • . . ·.· .. .. . ' .. ·. ROG(N) = fn (HFAcTlJLcN>. P(N) ) __ :;; . ; . . : ' . ' ' ·.. ' . ' . 
... 
• 
--- .. 1() .. -- --,-- ----------------------- --·'·----- - . -------'.· •• 
QUALITY(N) = fn ( HFACTUL(N), P(N)) 
. .• . . . .____,____._ _ . -.---· . - ' - ' . ·-- - - . - . - ' 
-----NEGATIVE -~--~~~-~--~----~------




- - -~~- - ..;_ -- . 
. - . 
• 
' 
-. . . 
. . 
--· - VISLIQ(N) = fn ( QUALITY(N), P(N) ) .___.. 
VISLIQ(N) = fn) ( TFACTUL(N) ) 
_VISCOG(N) = fn ( QUALITY(N), P(N)) 
Calculate: 
'I!:> 
RENUM(N), PRNUM1(N), NUNMDB1(N), HALIQDB(N), 
HLIQDB1(N), TEMPDIF(N), H(N), RATIO 1(N), 
RATIO 2(N), HFG(N), BONUM(N), XTT(N) 
\ 
'• 
R - ...,-.--1{-=r--_, ·-- - ,O,• 
- -- - -- --- ~ 
~ .. - -- -· - - --- -- -·---·-- ' 
. --i·; 
.I. • ,; i ' .\._ 
. .... 
-~ 
1 · .• 
-·· -1 - ..,_,,._ 
. ' 
-44 .. • " ... . .. 
·- .:..- ~··•! ,. .. -J,'1' .. l' • 
· ...... , *' ' ' : 
' . 
~ ,_·, •, J. 
' . 
L --< :, 
-, ·- ...... · .. 
\ . .,:_ 
-~ . 






- I' - . . . c, 
I 
.:• .· 
-~ .:. --- -~ ________ -~ ____---'-___ ----'--_ - - ... ' 
- . . 
,,.. 
I. 
• ·• - 1 
. . . 
















.-. , ···-< 
• C 
·~- .-- . . , ,-.• '?"""" . -_.:.-. , • , ' .----~·--_:·\-- ""': cL:.-------'.-..~:-: __ .... ____ _-_ ·-·~····-···· .... _,-.,.:.- -·--·· -----.-- -· . · ... --...:,. 
·--·-···-····-----·-·----····-- ·--- ~~-· ___ --- .. : _ .... -. ' __ :.- .. ··--·· .. ----···,.. -··-·-·-··-.--·- ....... : .....•.... 
- __ · ':·___ -- ... -~-~~~--·--'-_:_ ________ _. _________ . ·-----~·-'--'- ------·-- - ·- - -- - -
.. 
- -- . ___ ,-.. ·- __ ,. _____ ---··- _______ ; ____ _,_ 
. . 
... --------- _· ____ _. _________________ · __ ' ____ :_. ______ __:: . Print values for: · · 
•. 
NO, :MONTH 0 DAYt> YEAR, GPM, V, I, .•. 
. ' ~ 
FllJX, G, P(1)9 TOo P(29), TT, M{30 
. -- ---·-- ·-.----~-·-·-·------·-i,... ....• · ... y" ••. _.---.· -----···---~-------






--~,_ .. .,~~~~~~~ol:"":",...,.,,~ --~--~'~---~--~----. "~--: ... --. :..!:'.,.,,.....,.~,. . .-· •• ',•·.~:~ -- -~---- ·-- --- • ------- - --~- ------- _· = ... .; ... ----··*'"" ---- - ---~------,----=,------·. ~--· ... -~ ··.· ,<, ,. ; ,-,··--~,c-----i 
-.. . I 
.. 
.< .;. I 
• 
----·----:---~--------._. ----~-. -'----.... --'--. -----







' . . -~,,,; ....... :f,";.;"'""·····" 
Print headings for subcooletf--]~~quid 
/ 
.• 
. ·• ... ii.....? ' :: > • It . -, 
··.-·.--·-· ·- '---.. --









1 . N = 2 · • .. ,• . . -- :·- . . . -~- .. - :-- ·- ··----·~ --__,..._..,_~. - -- ---·t:"··- ' 
- .'--:···--.i---·~·--··.r--- ~----·----·- ·-:... ... 
-~---- - --
~ -.--- -------------· - -
Print values for: 
N~ P(N), TWI(N) 0 SUBCOOL(N), WALSPHT(N), 
-
TEMPDIF(N), H(N), RATIO 1(N), TFACTUL{N) 
,. 






Print headings for saturated liquid 
Print values for: 
N, P(N), TWI(N), BONUM(N), QUALITY(N), TEMPDIF(N), 
H(N), RATIO 1(N), TFACTUL(N), XTT(N) for N = J to 29 
' . 
-
-45- ' . , 
< • ' ~ 












.. -, ..... !'------·---· - ·- -·------~ - --
-- -.~ .c,, _,,,..,. co----c· .. ~-~---= «.-,. ,, •--'- • .. - -
. . 







• •  
- ----· .. --.- . 
·>--·. --······-·- .,.----·----·-
f • 
. ,• · .. ' . . .· 
~'!'·"":"-'R--... ~-!"'.""~~~ .. ~"'.°'. 11·,l;t 
. { 







·-- --·- - - ,-
.~: 
i 
~- -- ·.t<'.i._.:o - ~~.,. ·-- --· -------
' . 
.t ~ "-·-···-
·'"·····~~._·-·_;. ... ".·."c,.· 
--·--.! .:.:·,: ''·.~· . ' •. :,~>.2-': 
• 
r.~----· t .... 
- -- 1--_._ --------·. ---------· 
'. 
,• 
Print values. tor: 
---~_, ...... ·~-- ---
· .:r:.n . M. ~ 1T'C'i "'"'' f\T n~s . (\ - .. ,....~- .IJJ)·,-·-- _ ,-'-·v,,--y~·~·,,·~---iav-,· ~~w -· ·,--- -~·---.c,:..:...,_ _____ -:- __ ,_, __ 





N, VISLIQ(N)o CPLIQ(N} 0 RENUM(N), PRNUM1(N), 
NUNMDB1(N), HLIQDB1(N), VISCOG(N) , RATIO -2(N) - . - -~_ .. ----~---












-- ·-------. ~--- ------- ---- --- - ------- - - . 
... 
. =--~...,..----.. ~-~"'"-...,:;:.~··'="'"·''..:.·c,·1· • ...-c-·-
.. ,.. .. 
; 










































































PM• JG~ A ·-1 t~ 0 l L t ,.1 t, [ I i.t J..l I J T , n 1 , T P. UT , PI J "JC H ) 




\114 FO~t.4AT (15> 
10~ FOMMAT(J(F~elt~lOe~)) 
,, 
1n~ FOMMAT (2XtF}1.7,2XtFl~.~.2x.~13.~) 
100 FO~MAT(lHl,2~1-iCONDITtU"'Jc:; AT STATIO~J ,12,l~H AAF PHt::S!;ll~l. ,F~et!t?? 
1t'4PS1A• FLUID. ~IILK TEMJ.l:,F.,,l,17H Ft ANU F.NT~ALPV•tF7eJttiH -~TU/LH"'1t 
2/l . 
2n1 FO~MAf(45H NF.T 1',IIJCLEATF H<>JLT~G HA!; ncC11PFn AT STArto~ ,12, 
2n~ FO~M6T(42H NO ~FT HOILT~~ HAS ncGlJR~n UP TO STATIUN tY?•I> 
201 FOHMAT(47H suacOOLED rinit.tNG MAY HAVE OrcnRED AT ST.ATIUN •I?,/) 
2u.. FOM"4A T ( • f LO-- '-'A TE v,,L T AGE CUMPF.NT HFA T FL ux MASS Flux 
i JNLF.T PMESS T~LET Tt_t-•1-' our, FT PRESS . T4Nt( TE'MP OUTLET TfMPO) 
?.O~ FOWM" T ,. r;P-.4 HOl. rs AMPS nTttltotR-SQ FT L~M/t'i~-S(J FT. 
1 PSIA t>EGREFS F P5IA l'FGREE~ F Df<;HfES F•> 
2n~ FO~MAT(3X,F6,Jt~XtF6el•?.AtF7.,,2i,F13•7•?VtEJ3•7t3~tFh•3t8ltFbe2tb 
lXtFb.Jt7XtF6e2•~AtFhe2) . 
20 7 F0~"1A T ( • _ ST&\ T t ON ' PHF ss, l~E T NS J nE. ~At L TEJ.4P SUtiCOOL I r,J(; WALL c; 
1PHT Tt:.MP OIFF M KATln 1 FLUID TEMJ.J•> 
20q FO~~~T<• Dc;JA n~G~EF~ F nEGRf(S F nEG"'~F 
15 F DEG~EtS ·F .-.TU/HM.c;rJ FT _F utc;R~ES F•> 
20q FOijMAT(~i,l~,~(tFbe3•7Ytf~•3•~X,Fq.~,3X,Fq.4,~~tF7e3t~XtF1l•7•3~tF 
113,7,3XtF9e5l 
21 n FO~MA T ( / / ////// ,.50 X t ;,7~"1f t11 SFT OF fl AT A c;T.APTS HERE) 
211 FOMMAT<• 01".LY F"OMCED cnNVEcTrnN TOOK PLACF AT STATION *•I;?,/) 
214 FOR~~TC12H &T GTATIO~ ,y,,20H JN51DE WAIL TEMP I5•F~eltl4H LJQ ENT 
l~ALPYa,FAe3 1 ?.~H~TUJLRM, SATU~ATIUN TfMPa,F6,l,2X,9HDEGHEES F,/14H 
~SAT ENT~ALPV•tFH.Jt7M~TU/LijM) 
21~ FO~M4T(l~l-t60X,llHTEST ~U~RE?1IStl6X14HnAT£t2X,I2tlH•tl2t1H-tl2/// 
1 ) 211 FO~MATC///57x,~?HSuBC0nLEJl LIQutO STATE///) 
21A FORMAT C//ISXt~~H INPUT OATA,iF~PERATURF AND PRESSURE)· 
21q FOHMAT (///12H STATI0~,lnx,25H OUTSTOF WALL TAMPERATURftlOXt9H 
1 P~E~SUREtl2~X,lOH OEGAEF.S Ft!OX,SH PSIAt/) 
22,, FOAMA t:J8X.1.l21.lJ3!1.F7.t.2.t.i!.l.X.tF612l .. -· .. -- ·- .. . . 
221 FOHMaT(// 1 'M TANK TfMP•,F5et,t3H GPM REAO•,F5el,9H ~OLTAGE••F~ 
l•lt20H VOLTS ·CURRr~T•,FS.t,SM.AMPS). 
22~ FOMMAT<• STATION PRFSSURE JNStnl WALL TEMP BOILING NO 
lALITv T!MP OIFF ti RATIO i. _ FLUID TEMP 
QU 
~ XTT•> 
223 FO~MAT <• .. - . . .. PSIA . . oEGRE&;S ~-- -·---· --·--·· --
1 DEGREES F RTII/HR.SQ FT .F DEGREES F•> 
224 FORMAT(5Xtl!t6(tF6•Jt7XtF8e3t6XtEt3•6t2XtF814t3XtFl•3t~Xt~1l•7•J~t. 
lE13,7tlX,F9e!t1XtE13,7) · · · I . 
22~ FORMATC//57X,29H SATURATED LIQUID STATE~//) . 
30n FORMATCT(3XtEl~•A)) • 
301 FORMAT C 1H1 t.9.l..J.?.HLD.tl!Xt 2~ .. Mtl ~X t 2HG t 1 lx.t3WYEL 115X.t.3HJAV t .. lSX t5HULO 
1SS,13Xt2HQ I · 30~ FORMAT (2X t 12 t 1 X •El• .a elX tF9e6t6 { 1 X t El 4 .1.).1.1.X 1£9•3> 
304 FO~M4TC///4H 9T,7Xt1HVI5CLl0,AXt5HCPLIQ1~Xt!HAENUMtlflXt6HPRNUMlt6 
1 X ,eHNUNUMDBl ,BK, 7HHL 1QnB1, 1x, 11 HV ISCOSVAPOR.,.1.X.,7HRAT.l0 ... 2,4X ,8HENTH 
lALPYl . . 
31n ,.ORMATt•H.R().aa£1••8-l------·. _ .................... - ---------.. -· 
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e, o o ri 2 r 
0 0 0 Ii 33 
1')00ti57 
0 0 0 l l l 
000123 
000131 
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I I/ I ; ; ! : . 
-· 
I 
32? rO~~AT (13H TfST NUM8~R,I2,F13e5t4H 8PM) 
12~ FO~MAT(• tNLF.T TEMPEQATURE AND PRESSUPE,•tFT.2t6H DEG FtF7.2t5~ 
1PSIA.,// 
~o nUTLET T~MPFPATU~E A~I) PRFSSUAE9~,r~-~.6H nEG F•F7.2,SH PSIA> 
OI~ENS10N ~(~OJ,P(10) 9 TWUC30) 9 TFACTUL(3n) 9 HFACTUL(30),K(~O), 
1 TwI <1oi ,TFSAT(111) ,HLTLl~AT (:,Q) 0Pn~OP(3n) oTFMPDIF(JQ) tKLIQ(Jn). 
2 ~ E r-H.J ~ { 3 0 ) t H R n I I. I\J G ( 3 0 ) , V I SL i tJ C 1 0 ) o V I SL Y G w C 3 0 ) e C PL I Q ( 3 0 ) , PR N l J M ( 3 0 ) t 
1 ",j U N l P-1 0 d ( 3 () ) 11 N U r-J I J M S T ( 1 0 } o H 4 L ! Q O A ( 3 0 ) t H A L T Q ~ T ( 3 0 ) • 8 0 NU M ( j O ) t 
,.VISVAPR(JO) ,RATIO 1 (3Ul ol-<AT!() ?<Jo> 9WAl.~PHT(3o> oSUBCOOl.('.30), 
E5Pi{30),NU&.\rH:R(3fl)tHFG(31"1} _ 
0 
0 I "4 E I\J S ! 0 '\J N U A C T ( 3 O > o R U I ( 3 n ) o A n r, ( 3 0 > t Q U A I T T V ( 3 0 ) , X T T ( 3 0 ) t V l SC O G C l O ) 
0 r •-4 E N s I O ~~ K L 1 ~ l r 3 Ci ) 0 H L T ( J I) H 1 ( J u ) t p A N u M 1 ( 1 0 ) • ~ u NM n B 1 ( 3 0 , 
~ E A L I IJ • L t L O , >-1 , I , K L I U t >< , I .i IJ 1.J UM n µ , NUN UM S T 
~ E A L ~,1 U M ~ E K , K L T t~ 1 , NU 1\1 Mn loi 1 
~ E A L r-~ V A C T 
Ini::o.6?.l/li. 
In IS THF. 1N51'1F nIAl-1 OF ..»tPF TN FF.ET 
;Jf)aO. ;,;-.111 t!. • 
!) n I s r HE . (.) u T s t I ) F I) t A M I N ; F' E F T . 
Ll:T l q • n l 25 
L rs TME HE.ATE·" LENGTH It-1 FEET 
A::i:3o14l~*IU6L 
A IS HEAT TRhNSFF.~ A~£~ JN SQ FT 
CSA~1ol416GJnotn/4o 
CS4 rs c~oss SP~1ION~L ~WFQ T~ s~ FT 
VOL::11.o 1416° ((')f)Or)f)-Tn*ln) OL/4. 
VOL TS VOLU··.-- nF HFATEn MFTAL TN ClJ·FT. \ 
Ccl)f)O(),J/· ,°'AL()t;(nn/In)-(lll)~On-rn•tn>/A.. \ 









1 RE A f) 1 ll n t TT t GP •·h V , I , T n • •cc) t" T 1-t, p ~ 't , YE AM 
RE ~ n l 1J 1 , P ( 1 ) o µ C 3 ) , P ( 6 ) , P ( H > , o f 1 3 > , P ( 1 7 l , p C 1 9) , P C 2 4 ) t P Cc Ii) ~ P ( j O ) • P . 
lE 
~EAD 103, (TWO(''•\J) ,r-.JN:2,.1n) 
r "' o r s r H E o 1 , r c:; I , ) r w " L 1 1 ~ ~ P T "' n E r, ~EE s F 
11EAD l J4, NO 
1,n.,1t"JT ilhtN1)1:-.A•)l\;TH•f)AY,Y1- I\~ 





LO~CF.~ 0 19~9off/?Q3• •. 
LO IS L tr~UIO qi,;:l'JST TY I· 1 I "'4t'4/C-IJ FT lJ!:iEn TO cOPRECT 
GP~a~~~OSQHT{ (~0n.-Ln)/(~no •• 4,.~1,•43.~1,LnJ 
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G 15 r>1~SS FLII( TN l_t-t 1A/df.? .. c;1J s=r 
V E L a r. / ( LI) o J fl (l r) o ) 
VFL T~ TI\JLt.T 1/~l.l)C{TY 11F' Lll-Jllfl' 1"' FT/SrrC' 
• 
T'A/::.n.,J 
1)0 R 1~"\J:12 t t:.9 
A TA v:: T A v ,o.. T WU ( !\J ~J) 
r A "c r Av '°" , o o ~ c r ... ,1 < 4 , • T "'I'\ , "', , - r 111n c 1 q, -r w o t ~ 1, 
i. 
i 
l J .. i 









r .1 v r ':, r 11 E Av t::. 4'" ,, F o II T " t 1, t: • i.\ 1.1 TFMt' USFf' TO CALCU_LATF. I-if A(f L 1lS~ ('ll.n't~) TH~CllJGH .tNCiULAT TO J. 
I ~ L I J t:; i; = ' 0 4 1 J ,e) ( T \ I/ - ., i> \:) • ~ I. • I • 0 • 
\J • .i • 4 1 J ~ '.J 11t l • n L ·1 l.i S 
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•1VIJL IS THt. '"'E~T c;FI.JFk'\lt•) PEP IJNTt VOL Os:- HFf\TEO MflAL .... 




H(•l•"4(11l)aU,l2<.1,l04 , ·. . · . . . 
..a (S) •1'4 (Q) •tSC l 0) .M ( 12) au ( J 't) as.l ( tt;) •R C2n) aP (Pl) •A (23) •ft Cl~) SH(lh) =o• 







Pt7Ja(~(6J•PIR)~/2e I . µfi)aµC4)aP(1)•t.1~•<Ptl>•P(11l. 
t) c 12 > •-', 11 >_•-< P < ~ > +Ji·c 1 J > > 12. o •. nJ · 
P(l6)aP(J7t•fP(lq)•P(l~))/4e+(P(J]J+Pfl")•2•*P(l7))/8e 
P(lA,aP(17J+(PCl~)-P(l~))l•·•(P(l3)+µ(1Q).2.•~c17))/8, 





00 2n ''"'~•Z•1-Q 
PRJNT 1.20,MNtT,ri(~N),~(~~, 
211 co,~T t"'u! · \ 






· . . 
1, ~.~., . 
tF<N•iQ) llltl31 •il3'1 
131 t((!'l)aH,J3•Cl.•n,:ooo6t••TWO(N) > 
TWl(N)aTWOCN)•~V~L•C/('•*~(N)) 
~FACTULCN)•HF'ACT~L(N•ll•H(N)*Q/M · - · TFSATCN)••l33,~97137+bA,lJ986tR•P(N)•3•~2~719A9•PCN)**2•A•46~~37•4. 




1• J•N•l ! TFACTUL(NJ•~l•q1~57368~+02+l•q102~21J•H~A~TUL(N>+l•85613501E.08•HF 
t ACTUL (NI ••••S•81582185F•l l *HFACTUL (N) ~•& . - .. - - --·· .... 
•ALSPHT(N)•TWt(Nl•TFSATCN) · . 
SUBCOOL (Nt •TF5AT\CN> •Tf' ACT UL (N) , 
TEMPDJF(N)•TWl(N,•TFACTUL(N) : . VISLTQ("4)•207,443~~3+5.~1622907E•Oa*TFAr,TUL(N)••3•l2,2330937*ALOG( 
1 TFACTUL (N) J •40ql 1t24716/Tf ACTlJL tN) • . . 
V ISL [Q < N) •V !SL IQ (N) I ( 2. 54*2•!54*144 • • 1 nono~L-- ~- -- ~-V !SL tQw ( N) •In 7 .4t3Q6~•~.q l 6Z2on7E•O~•T• T <N> ••3-32e2330q37•ALOA ( Tw I 
t(N))••U9lei•?l6/1Wl(N) VtSLJQ.(N)•YJSLl~~(N)l(2.s••2.~•·1••·•1nooo•o> 
KIN!MAfIC YISC0SJTI[S CALCUI..ATED IN SQ ,r~uc · · . 
cPLIQ(N)•0•5D244~ij20••.0•1.sson0302E•09•T,ACTlJLCN)•~3+5,0•4,31240~ 






































n O l 12(-,. 
o., 112,.. 
001143 
0 0 11 ~~ 







on l ?.4n 
o o l ;ir;n 




















. _. ··/ 
.. .... 
~O I<; THF.. L>ENStTY CALCIILATF.'.O AT TFACTUL 
PR,\JUM\ (N) mCPL t 1J tN} ovtSL trJ (N) *An•Jl'tOOe/KI TDl (N) 
NUN"4Ddl (N) c 0 n2Jo (~F.:NlJM (I~)) 0<> 00 0?~NUM1JN)•••4 
H L 1 Q n ~ l ( N ) Cil N l J N; -1 fl H l ( N ) 0 t( L T lJ l ( N ) / t n . i -. l 
l'i(~) cFLUX/TEMP')rF ("!) . 
I\JUACi (~) ::H (N) Ofr)/KLI() (f\1) 
~ A f I O l C N ) :.: H ( ~ ) / H I.. ! Q 11 ~ 1 (r~ ) 
HAfI() ?.(N)avysr:nr,(~)aQ 0 () 
. . 
' ... : • .
.. . . I 
. 
- . i ·., :. 
,' - r: ·.· 









GO Tr, 13 ~ TFACTUL(N)c3
0
1nnh74RQE+03+4.~1~00~SJ•~CN)+7•ij•672971£.0Z•CHFACTUL( 
1N)•o2)/(P(N)00~) 0 5o733A4116nE+~~*ALOijlO(MFACTUL(N)•PCN,>•q,~7499894 
2 E ~ 0 3 /P C N) • l o 4 0 \, ~ 7 46F' ~ n n/ ( HF Ar. Tl Jl. ( N) *P ( r-1) ) .c; • 740471555£ + 0 7 IHF AC TUI. C 
3N) ,,o;.,+i:io i6:,Q,.p.J~hE.+09;HFACTUL (f\J) o~.1 
KL trJ 1 ( ·\J ) :: 0 o r, 11 ) ,,,. 4 e fi 5 F. ... n t, <> T FA r, i I JL ( I\J > . 
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l~LET TEMFERATURE ANO PMESS~Rtt 302•00 OlG F 
OuTLET Tl~PEMATUME ANO PRESSURltl86,00 OiG f 
. I 
/ .~ 
.! :t [I • ,, 
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TEST ·~UMBER 23 
I 
.L -
'r?{~>;:~-~? .. ~·-:~\':;_~.:11f.~ir-~ .-··.:·:-- _ 
I· .-. l ' 
• I • 
·· l- .·· .. j. ~ . - ' .. t . . 
. l ·i 
I • ,·· . 











HEAT FLUX MASS FLUX 
etUIHR•SQ FT :(&M/HR•SQ FT 
l,9024816E•o• 2,6273939E•05 











INSlDt: WALL TEMP 
DEGRE.ES F 
395.095 











' 1 413,164 
413,164 
418el84 





























































































RATIO l . 















QYALJTY TEMP DIF' 
DEGREES F 





e 1123 •D 15 0·539 
,1123 ·10926 
• i224 ·G.1S 0884 




.,.34 -..• j. ,411 
' '• 
RATIO l H 
BTU/HR•SQ FT •F 
210461922!~03 . 1e0710129E+Ot 
6e6941785E•03 3e•7l2226£$@l 
•,o706874E•03 eo6291420E•01. 
•,9740§67EoOJ ~0 1,ttl?JE•OJ 
•e1256S9®E~OJ ·<le,~213668,_E.ei@.1 
*o22~i062E•03 ·Oo601090TE000 
l,2468Si6E•04 G0 ~0?!~41Eo@l 
Got 911!1iE~Oll •Qo33460T1E.:ioo 
Oo140040!f003 ·Oo13&0433E60A 
•o25~7115Ece.@l ·Gg 121J26SE~o1 
••322iS&~!Gl1@3 ·tt,2197l~9ftt¢0l 
• ,•555619!•03 . ·• ,5862290E•OO 








• . i 
. • i 
XTT, 
1,2T03J33E•02 
· © o 0635 l I 1E•02. 
, 1 ~1111907£•02 · 
1 0 aSf19o7Em02 
1oll1l901E•Q2 
1 e8267632E5J02 . 
1 0®!6T632E"'02 
·1o71t8517Emoz 































17 2 0 977570l4E•06 








26 3ol48941A6~ 0 06 



































e7Q7~bl ,eiOJ49908E 9 04 
,707281 2o90J49900~~04 
,711420 2o~0745773E~04 
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• I •• 
. . i . . . 
I 
duARENT•150e0 AM~S 
I - . . . . -
I 







lNPUT UATAtT~~PERATURE A~D PRESSURE 
I 
~TATION \ 
OUTS!OE WALL TAMPEHA!UHE 
DEGREES F 
! j 




























l~LET TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE, 284e00 D~G f 
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,, . I 
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23, 10 : 
~ . ' 
22,70 
22.20 
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; .• ~f··· ·, -
. -
- !}·.·- . 
··.·'¥ 
i 
·. _ .. ··.·t 
i 
; I 
_; ... •t' . 
. -. .: ·-; 
·. ;if . 











l-t ·· ·· 
;\ 
··_ t' 
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2i!. • 100 
22•200 
.! 








! . 1-~ 
... i •. ·.· ·.· ··•.tt ..... . 
. -1 
I . . • 
I . . . . 
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. ,_ ..•• ; ,· 


















eTU/HR•SQ FT LSMIHA•SQ FT .. PSIA 






. [ ' 
' l,;. 
' - I SUBCOOLED LIQUID ST~TE I I 
f" 
. i 












































SUSCOOLING WALL ~PHT 
OEGAEES F DEGREES F OEC3REES F BTU/HA.SQ,, •F · 1
RAT/IO 1 FLUID 7EMP 
DEGREES F 
·. Jo2o?3442 













































































-~ll. i"l l 
-c;.290104 
\0280100 





















~ " . 
H ATlO 1 · ,Lu~o iEM~ 
BTU/HA•SQ FT •F DEGREES F 
2e1975842E+03 . leBl10283E+OJ .. ~ 392e05891 3,7660736E•03 3ob575158E•Ot · 39,054820 
*a814464~Eo03 ·0 0 l566273E•Ol 401021110 
•,8213670E•OJ Go989880JE•OI •0•021110 
•,o213375E004 Oo45!989lE•01 ·--~21110 
•,S318126Eo03 Oo2626784E~o1· 408035438 
. l,5125259EoOl 1 0 -4670o2Eo01 40~ 8 35438 
·•,84S0~9&E~03 Oo917167$f$01 4lb;J21l0 
*•316916BE•03 Oo9020165Eo01 410el21l0 
•.3346668Eoo3 Oo*oo•561Eo0t 41~~32130 
••6101334E•03 oo$054254E~01 41fQ80207 
•,o665500E~02 Oo2688980Et00 42fo6216~ 
•,5025180E•02 Oo9567S33E•Oo 424,83690 
•,B9270l9E¢02 G 0 6393410E¢00 42$ 0 50123 
•• 299160lEe) 02 ~ o~5931468E <> 00 428 05-0 f23 . 
*e524166~[¢02 Ooll64941f¢0(), 428e5012.J b 
• o 7 0 61 O 6 9E ~ 0 2 · -o o 6 9 719 8 7E ~ 0 o 4 29 e 31 931 
•,2196268E~02 Oo244273!E~OO· 42;031931 
@e848ll59E•02 Oo$Ot7050E•oo 4ldo1&•21 · 
*,7667979E•02 Oo$2191J3E•OO 430e!l42l 
*ell•S791E•02 oo5707476E•OO 43~ei8421 
•,641l12lE•02 e.i951329E•OO 431 0 89848 
•,82544tif1E•02 •e5157529E$00 434088278 . 











.& o 8Q6Cl,J81Eso2 
·608069311£ 0 02 
6~806,l81Ea02 
1&,•222J33E 0 02 
.5 @9985320Ea,@2 
So5355259Ea02 
5 a 0320496E_-@2 
$, Ol2-0496E 0 02 






























1 i 1 . ! . 
',t . i \ 
f ,..,. -r.· . "'·· 
{ i 
. l , . j \. )':/ I f I. ; 
n ~~~~~~~~~&~~~~J~~J-r=-~~=~----~~-~ -··I 
1'· 
I 






































3 .~o:;ot..45?.t ... o6 
3e40~044~2t. 0 Q6 
3oll80J439E="" 
3,05374372t=06 
.3,25~22.362t:. 0 00 
J,25:,~23~2E•oe; 
3 .. 2S522.3o2t.•06 
3 11 2c.040U41E ... Qb 




3o l 7l28561E.""Qo 
::;, lc!b7332!E..,.Oe 
3.09l048J~E:.e1tU6 
3,o62480ooE ... o6 
3oOb248QooE.•o6 
3e0624HOOOf:.Qoe, 
3o0So4l2e4E 0 06 






















I b • VEL 
l•o•26213oE•oo . /1e56,15985E•o5 
•,' 
. ~ .. 
CPLlQ R[NUM PRNUMl 
e!,10536 1•30345Q95E•o4 s,oaoCJJ110E•oo 
.~25367 l,38924118E.•04 4o91236570E•OO 
.:,77109 lo58t+S7994t+04 4o7458533JE->OO 
0577109 lo5845'f',94E~04 4o7458533JE•oo 
e036Q86 lo730~380lE 9 04 4o6711409Be:~oo 
0 654}9J 1 0 76e8e9Q4E'-"04 4 0 9228270t}E~oo 
,671540 1,0S7So986c.¢-04 So4036872eE*OO 
,671540 lob57S09B6~<to4 Sa4U36872bE~OO 
0071540 lo65750986[<,0Q S,4036872<,E~OO 
,077311 l 0 \f,650E:>l30t.9Qc'i> S 0 43o69908E+oo 
0677377 lob650C130f:.f.)04 5olqj0699QBE<,OO 
,682847 1,e,736852SE 9 04 5o4512957SE•OO 
ob82847 le67368525E<a04 5u45129S75E+OO 
0"68284 7 1 0 67J68S25E~04- S 0 45}29575E~oo 
,b98t,(:,9 l e ·1 0 l 3 ~ l O 5 E ~ o 4 Sosu2eo212E~oo 
,713304 lo72S623P~E.904 5e554784J4E•OO 
,726677 1Q74554540E.ot>04 So609S3311E.•OO 
.7J8746 1 0 7ei18ZB7Jfc>04 S 0 66588096E~oo 
,738746 lo76182873f.l)04 5o665SB096E 0 00 
,738746 lo76182873fll>04 5o66588096E->oo 
a7'+1497 lc76S32el8E.l)04 So68089971E~Oo 
0741497 1 0 ?6532618[,e.04 S 0 68009971E000 
a744-430 le76896oJ9E~o4 So6967347tEooo 
e74'4~30 lo16B96E,J9f<:,04 5oE,96734l'li;•oo 
,744430 le76S96639E->04 S 0 6967J471E¢00 
,153781 lo?ao1770~E,c,o~ 5 0 7482800iE+OO 
.760770 1,7881l301E+o4 s,7929!747E•oo 








·NEW SET Of DATA ,START~ HERE 
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. . ~ 
.0::--~-:....--··, .. ~~~~.c.=~~--:·7~~~~~~~~~-;- -3:· __ ·-.:·0.:.· . ._,,;·;;;.~=-~~s2s_-~~~~-'.-.·::.,, __ ~s?_:~•-??€>·.~---~-9·.:--,_·:--;_.=·-~----,-.--____ -_--_--.:C?·---~ 
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I i ' 
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''"1. ··. _:\··-· '' 
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. ~ .·· 
















• ' I 
i . 
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3,0 VOLTAG£• 18,0 VOLTS 
... 
--
































OUTSIDE WALL TAMP!RAJURE. 
OE.GREES F 
2!55,00 
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1l !.: . 
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. 1 • 
i1 
. . f 
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• I ":l j 
l · . i I · 
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.. · ·:··1· .·. : .... ,' 
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l q • 662 
11 
:.; . 




·:. ,·. ': 
'T'; 
I'" . _. 
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. r· · .
~' ~ 
I .. i , • 
I. ,l! . 
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INLET TEMP .OUTLET PDESS: TANK TEMP 
DEGREES F PSIA DEGREES f 







SUBCOOLED LIQUID STATE 

















































































-87 9 9754 
•8}03936 
v.,82 El 9862 
c:1{7 0 9724 
•7t.+o9642 
-9509548 
0 69 o 8828. 










































BTU/HR.SQ FT .f 
, 2•'+ l82002E•.02 
2 e5233371E +·02 
3,B454642E•o2 
2o l Q;;~821BE~o2 
2e6256571E<>o2 
2 e629J450E,~02 







2 ~ e, 078t)64E ~ 02 
2e1-,9207!4Ec>02 · 
2.795l3!0E+02 




5 o 28 7'f626E + 02 
2o41'J3b25E.+02 
4 e ?. 2 6 6 '> 2 3 E ~ 0 2 















l o l 9 14?. 8 8 E <> O o 




1 o2620725E "'00. 




1 e4 l93J39E>~OO 
1 ~24ti6273E <-oo· 
1•1~l0061E¢00 
2•2419559E¢00 











I DEGREES F 
199054408 
203s63453 















'\ 24~, 044272 




















.·· .. 'J .. 
. ) ,, 
























·.·. i . 










. . ~If .. 
. . 





l j : . 
j ·· . 
I.. . 
! 
I . I· 
·. ' 
















2 6o2ll7889SE 0 Q6 
3 6, l0023l 17t.=06 
4 S,,854390g9t:.-06 
5 5,8543909gE. ... Ob 
6 So6?.462699E ... 06 
7 5o5i:!Y999}~E.-Ob 
8 :io4J7Gtj667c.•06 
9 :,,4379eH:~7E ... Q6 
10 5,43798667E.-oo 














25 4 • 9-1.316"1 7YE.-06 
26 4,,9Y3169/gE.-06 
27 4,91 :>526 ltlf:.•06 
28 4,839GU72tE:.•06 

































· I . ' I I 


















., I . 
.. ,· 
I '-
. 'i. =· 
. .j• • I 
). 
·1·= 




:\· i I 




































! . VEL · · 
\~· o7o79 l·fr1E •oo . ! •"766722sE•n2 
·_ ;I . . o ! . . 























3 o l O 114 0 o 9 E <- O 4 · :, o 9 9 4 1 t; b 1 3 t. -:• O O 
Jol5t00409l•04 5o90883Z7~E•OO 
3ol5!004U9t~o4 So9U883273E+OO 










1•7044So97E•o2 2,237o6967E•o2 o 
l1716720llE•02 2e24686301E•02 tl 
le74519298E+02 2o26928557E~02 n 
le745!9298E+O~ 2o26928557E•02 n 
lo77305752E~02 2o291493J7E+02 0 
lo78632804E~02 2o30106013E*02 n 
1079886932~~02 2o31063427E•02 o 
lo79BB6932E002 2o3l-063427Eo02 n 
lo79086932E~02 2o3l063427E~02 n 
1o80284481E002 2o31365999E~02 O 
lo8028448!E•02 2o31365999E•02 0 
lo80682875E~02 2o31668Bt2E+02 n 
lo806B2875E•02 2o3}b6ij812E•02 o 
loB0682875E~02 2o316b8812E~02 o 
lo8195-0816E002 2~J2630114E•02" 
l 0 832286}1E+02 2 0 J3595616E~02 O 
lo84517312E+o2 2o3456&655E+o2·0 
le858}7960E¢02 2o35544549E~02 n 
1 0 B5817960E•02 2o35544549E~02 n 
loM5817960E*02 2o35544549E~02 o 
lfl86231204c~02 2o3S85488BE~02 ~ 
loB6231204E•02 2~J5054880E002 o 
loB664S774E+02 2o36l660SOE•02 n 
lo8b645774E~02 2o361660S0E~02 n, 
lo86645774E¢02 2o361660~oE•02 n 
l,B7968129E+02 2o37157929E~02" 
le89305125E+02 2e3Bl59991E•02 o 
1,9o6~7760E•o2 2.39173494E+02 n 
I I . I. 
VISCOSVAPOA 
• . I . 
• I 
.. : t r, ~ , 
l. ' 
hE- SEl OF DATA STARTS HERE 
. I" . ·_. 
1 · 
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0 . J 
.. g. . l 









g •. t.·· . 
. 0 ,. '' 1 




''. ' . :ji . 
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' . -: ···. __ ._!_· ·.· 
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· · 2,25fl!E•02 
2.• 278E t) Q2 
2,298E~02 
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. I 
' '1 .•. , 
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·/ · ) 
r 
! 
- TEST ~UMSEA 
, ' .. 
102 
GP,.. READ• 2.0.VOLTAGE• 14e6 VOLTS tURRENT•S02eO AMPS 
.. 































OU!SIOE WALL TAMPEHA!URE 







































OUTLET TE~Pt~ATURE ANO PRESSURE,2so.oo DEG F 
l 



































































1 i : 























i . i 
I - I 
































. ·:1 .. -
I : 
. · r i 
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/ l-. 
. . . =:r,:. 
-· . 
i . 
,_r -·, -.- ;· 
. -. ,. ~-- . ' . 
r· 
. --~ :'. 
,..:! _; • 
- ~; 









·.·.·{,···'\.····· .. ·.··· .·•····· .... · .·.. ·· 
" 'I·. : ·, 
.. -t·' ,, _'. 
.. : .. 
. ' . 





























·1 9 lg,600 























































-·· r I 1 
.. ilj)A.T . 
OUTLET PRESS. 
, PS1A '. · 
19.150 
SUBCOOLED LIQUlD- STATE 
,, 
INSIDE WALL rEMP SUBCOOLING 
. DEGREES f OEGAEES F 
246.443 170•40623 
248,447 165~54324 











































































































































' . :,,-_ 
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. ' ' 
. : -~-· 
., . .j < 
., 
./·.': · .. 






' , . ; . 
. i. 




















6 5 o t,38(L..i':Jr,E:_ ... 06 
7 5 0 548t.t~74,;,,E-06 
8 5,46l21887E-06 
9 5,46lcle87t.-oo 
10 s ...... 121BB7t:.-06 
1 l S.434151131:.•06 







l (J Se08S~0690t.-06 
21) 5 0 Q854U69uE-u6 
21 ~ o O 8 ~ 4 U b 9 O ~- • O o 
22 s.001310231:.-00 
23 5e06l3702JE•06 
24 !, G OJ 75z383f:: .. Q6 













·( ·., ,I ii 
t 











i < ... 
I .. 







j · QLOSS 
.. , ' . 





7.27ul4A60E•U2 3e45646117t.•oS 2~13612910E•OO 
TAV 








.486707 1 0 992349~0E<-Q4 























I I .• 
i 




PRNU"11 NU~UMOBl HLIQOB1 . v~~CoSVAPOR 
l•674698o2E•02 ~ : 
1.6Sl59090E+02 n . i 
1,697386S9E+02 n : f 
O· 

















5 0 95303351E.c.oo lo38481858E,e,o2 • So953033SlE->oo lo384818S8E+o2 
So92778026E+oo lo38771560E.:,02 
5o9277802bft:>OO lo38771560IE~02 

















1 0 7375576oE+02 n 
lo74434944El)02 n 
lo7Sll7445E~02 n 
1 0 7 5 El O 4 0 9 11:: t) 0 2 ' " 
1 0 15604091Et)02 o 
lo75S04091E¢02 r, 
lo7602l848E•02 o i_'l 





le77636713E+02 o J / 










· 1 . 
I 
~EW SET OF DATA ,STAATS HERE-
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·r: ., J ' 
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: 
TEST 1t4UMBER 103 
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l,ll096336E•02 le60253164E•02 o. ~ • 11· 
l,33954535E•02 1,6243S280E+02 o l 
le4l066388E~02 lo67935587E+02 0 ~ 
lo4106638BE•02 lob7935587E•02 n .ij 
lo48860668E•02 lo740S837SE•02 ~- ·i 
11 
la52~13343E~02 l 0 7687155BE~02 o 1 
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OUTLET P.ESS TANK TEMP bUTLET TEMP ; ·1 
PSIAt · OEG~EES F · DEGREES F 
32.6j7 . 318~00 195,00. 
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J°NS1D~ "'ALL TEMP 
DEGREES F 
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SUBCOOLING WALL SPHT TEMP OIFF H RAT-10 1 FLUID TEMP· 
DEGREES F DEGREES F DEGREES F BTU/HR.SQ FT •f DEGREES F 
10"1•29905 •10.ao1+e 96,494 le9950'+72E•02 1. 73J.Bo2'+E•oo. 316057700 
89~38108 •12,3505 77,031 2e'+991453E+02 2•1207162£+00 
334 0 03294 .· 
50•01222 •4el987 45,814 4,2020'9-57E•02 3 • 359·1230E ¢00 
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INPUT UATA,TEMPEHATURE A~O PRESSURE 
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8 1 4S4.00 
9·. 452,00 
la I 452,00 
11 f 461,00 
12 -1'. 459__.oo 
13. ! 457,00 
14· 455.00 
15 458,00 
16 , 460,00 
17 · 462.00 





23 491,00 ~ 
24 450,00· • • I ', 
-- -- - 25 459 • 0 0 




l~LET TE~PE~ATURE AND PRESSURE, 310,00 D~G F 41.70 
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CPLIO RENUM PRNUMl NU~Up,1081 
.s2so9o 2•26475344E•o4 4e89154647E+oo 1•32288792E•o2 
.543446 2.373210l7t.+CJ4 4.80890284E+OO le36400260E+02 
.590043 2e6l 7'~6682E•O'> 4o74562851E+OO lo46740596E+02 
.590Q43 2 0 e1746682E•04 4,74562851E+OO l 0 4674oS96E~02 
.650873 2o84233S68t. 9 04 4o83200840E+oo lo57877122E~02 
.680494 2o93Q36351E"'04 4o90480B37E+OO lo62747322E•02 
0711294 3o0ll58196E4'Q4 4o99J02773E.g,OO lo67536399E'°'02 
.711294 3a011581961:.¢04 4o99302773E+OO l o67,536399E+02 
.711294 3a0l l58196E'°'Ot; 4o99302773E~oo lob7536399E'°'02 
.721138 3 G {J 3 S 6 -, 4 1 0 ~ q O 4 So02332119E<:>OO lo69016202E<'>02 
• 7 2113"8 3o03S67416E<-04 So02332119E+Oo lo69016202E~02 
,730993 3 0 0589t;2SOEoQ4 S 0 Q5451297E,c.OO l 0 7Q475180E-10>02 
,730993 3o058982SOE<-o4 5o05451297Er(,oo lo704751BOE~02 
.730993 3oOSB98250E¢,04 5o05451297E<»OO lo70475180E+02 
.767}50 3ol3A26A9lf:.*04 Se20334328E+OO le76032538E~02 
.788152 3ol8034306E,c,,04 5o2889SSS1E~oo lo79083254E~02 
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.852442 3o04651366E::,c,u4 6ao2866578E+oo 1•82330290E•o2 
.865792 3.o770S206E.+04 6.o7B7o56oE•oo le84400405E+02 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of g·e.neral flow system 
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Figure 2 • 
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Figure 3 • 
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Diagra.m of the 10 pressure tap positions 
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pipes. Comparison with the Dittus-Boelter equation. 
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Figure 9 • 
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